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ABSTRACT 
 
The Toncrey site (16PL07), located in the coastal marsh of Plaquemines Parish, 
Louisiana, is a prehistoric mound site containing three earthen mounds, on the north, west, and 
south edges of a plaza.  The layout of the mounds in cardinal directions around the plaza 
suggests that this component of the site dates to the Coles Creek period.  On the eastern side of 
the site an extensive, wave-washed and re-deposited oyster (Crassostrea virginica) shell midden 
contains diagnostic Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian pottery.  Archaeological 
research at the site was conducted to confirm the cultural affiliation of the mound group and 
midden, and to gather information on the relationship between what appears to be a Coles Creek 
occupation and possible Mississippian culture influence or intrusion in the area.  Approximately 
2,876 pottery sherds were collected and analyzed.  The results of this investigation produced 
more data that will allow archaeologists to more accurately compare prehistoric coastal 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Late Prehistoric period along the northern Gulf Coast presents a perplexing social 
situation.  Coles Creek (A.D. 700-1200) (Rees 2010a; Roe and Schilling 2010), Plaquemine, 
(A.D. 1200-1500) (Rees 2010a; 2010b), and Mississippian (A.D. 1200-1700, in Louisiana) (Rees 
2010a; 2010b) cultures were contemporaneous during the Late Woodland and Early Mississippi 
periods in Louisiana, with terminal Coles Creek cultures continuing late along the coast, 
Plaquemine cultures thriving inland, and Mississippian influences making inroads in northern 
and extreme southeastern Louisiana (Jeter et al. 1989).  Cultural and temporal units have been 
assigned to provide order and simplify Southeastern archaeology, but these impose a static 
description of prehistoric Louisiana, which was certainly not the case.  Cultural interaction, both 
temporally and spatially, was occurring, but the exact relationship among these late prehistoric 
cultures remains a contentious issue among archaeologists.   
Ceramic analysis holds the potential to shed light on this dynamic period.  The 
appearance of distinct ceramic styles in the archaeological record, which are used to distinguish 
and separate these archaeological cultures, provides insight into interaction along the Louisiana 
coast.  Research at the Toncrey site (16PL07) can contribute to this body of knowledge and 
strengthen our understanding of late prehistoric interaction.  
The Woodland period is characterized by increases in sedentism, population, and 
organizational complexity, in addition to the widespread use of pottery (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002).  Cultures evolved throughout the Woodland period.  By the Late Woodland civic-
ceremonial complexes and platform mounds became well established, and at least in some parts 
of the Southeast, agriculture and hereditary inequality emerged (Anderson and Mainfort 2002).  
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The Mississippi period is characterized by the development of chiefdoms and the Mississippian 
Ideological Interaction Sphere (MIIS) (previously the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex) 
(Bense 2009; Blitz 2010).  Chiefdoms varied from simple to complex, both temporally and 
spatially, but all involved centralized power over several communities, inequality with hereditary 
elites, and tribute (Bense 2009).  Coles Creek and Plaquemine cultures are nestled in the 
transition between these two periods in terms of social structures.   
The Toncrey site, located in the coastal marsh of Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, (Figure 
1.1) is a prehistoric site containing three earthen mounds on the north, west, and south edges of a 
plaza.  The layout of the mounds in cardinal directions around the plaza suggests that this 
component of the site dates to the Coles Creek period (Saunders and Mann 2010).  On the 
eastern side of the site along Bayou Robinson, an extensive, wave-washed and re-deposited 
oyster (Crassostrea virginica) shell midden contains diagnostic Coles Creek pottery, but also 
shell-tempered pottery, some bearing designs associated with Moundville-series pottery (Jones 
2001).  My archaeological research at the site was conducted to confirm the cultural affiliation of 
the mound group and to gather information on the relationship between what appears to be a 
Coles Creek occupation and possible Mississippian culture influence or intrusion in the area.   
Research at the Toncrey site has broader implications.  My research will provide 
archaeologists with more data to compare prehistoric coastal Louisiana and inland regions.  The 
Coles Creek time period and culture of coastal Louisiana is poorly known, while much more is 
known about inland Coles Creek sites (Schilling 2004).  Also, additional data enhances our 
understanding of the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods in Louisiana and in the Southeast.  
Further, this investigation helps to clarify the role of Mississippian culture along the coast, both 
in Louisiana and adjacent states.  Research at the Toncrey site will enable archaeologists to better
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understand interregional and intraregional interaction along the Gulf Coast during the late 
prehistoric period. 
Previous research at the Toncrey site has left unanswered questions.  Does the Toncrey 
site represent one continuous or two independent occupations?  Is the Mississippian component 
of this site indicative of a cultural intrusion, diffusion, or convergent development?  These 
questions are addressed within this study.  Chapter 2 introduces the physical setting: current 
environment, past environment, and geology/geomorphology pertinent to site formation are the 
topics discussed.  Chapter 3 provides necessary background information on culture and pottery, 
and Chapter 4 discusses previous research at the Toncrey site and the surrounding area.  Chapter 
5 discusses interaction among the Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures of 
coastal Louisiana.  Chapter 6 outlines the methods and results; field methods and analysis are 
discussed in detail, while results are summarized.  A discussion of the results and their 
significance is found in Chapter 7.  Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the findings of 
this research at the Toncrey site and their broader implications for the northern Gulf Coast and 
the Southeast.  
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Figure 1.1. Site Location. (Image modified from Saucier 1994: Plate 14). 
 -The Toncrey site (16PL7) is indicated by the red star. 
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CHAPTER 2 PHYSICAL SETTTING 
 
CURRENT ENVIRONMENT 
 The Toncrey site is located in the saltwater marsh along the now-submerged natural 
levee of Robinson Canal (previously Bayou Robinson) (Figure 2.1).  On a larger scale, these 
features are within the Barataria Bay system (see Figure 1.1), a large estuary along the Gulf of 
Mexico (Davis 1997).  Coastal environments are continually exposed to erosion and weathering 
due to wind, currents, gravity, and other natural phenomena (Saucier 1994).  Water is the 
principal cause of erosion in the Lower Mississippi Valley (LMV) with waves and currents 
acting as the dominant force in coastal areas (Saucier 1994).  Other major forms of erosion in the 
LMV are chemical: oxidation and reduction, solution, hydrolysis, and ion exchange (Saucier 
1994).  The Toncrey site has already suffered deterioration and is becoming more difficult for 
researchers to access as the landscape changes due to geomorphic processes.	  	  Further, the 2010 
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico poses a threat to Toncrey.  Oil has not been documented at the 
Toncrey site, but boat traffic in the canal has significantly increased.  This increased activity 
causes more wave damage.  Information in the State of Louisiana site record form indicates 
marked coastal erosion and subsidence at the site, and it is predicted that the Toncrey site will be 
completely underwater by 2050 (Jones 2001).  Neighboring sites, 16L10 (Konkol 2010) and 
16PL30 (Sick 2003), are already completely submerged.  Figure 2.2 depicts current conditions at 
the Toncrey site.  The mound stratigraphy and artifacts collected for this thesis, and the 
subsequent knowledge produced, could be the last acquired before the site is destroyed or is 
completely submerged.









Figure 2.1. Local Site Location and Layout. (Image modified from Google Earth 2012). 
Shell Beach 
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 The exposed portions of the Toncrey site measure approximately 500m N/S x 100m 
E/W (Jones 2001).  Mound A is currently about one meter high and is surrounded by water on 
the north and west sides.  The east and south sides of Mound A are currently surrounded by 
marsh, but water is encroaching.  Mound B and Mound C are also approximately one meter high.  
In 2011, a combination of marsh and water bordered Mound B, but the mound was surrounded 
by water during high tides in 2012.  Mound C is bordered by marsh, with water encroaching.  
These three mounds rise above the Spartina marsh grass, which dominates the landscape.  The 
northern, southern, and western boundaries of the site are marked by the start of salt water, while 
a shell beach midden marks the eastern edge.  The shell beach midden is comprised 
predominately of oyster and rangia (Rangia cuneata) shells, but also contains minor amounts of 
other marine mollusks.  Vegetation on the beach is sparse, but includes Spartina marsh grass, 
Figure 2.2. Current Conditions. This photo was taken from Mound A facing approximately 
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small scrub vegetation, and remnants of oak trees killed by saltwater intrusion.  Fish, rangia, 
oysters, raccoons, and coyotes have been recorded at the site (Jones 2001).  Extant fauna 
witnessed during the 2011-2012 field seasons include fish, oysters, raccoons, dolphins, otters, 
and various birds.      
 Vegetation on the mounds contrasts sharply with the surrounding marsh grass, 
distinguishing the mounds from the marsh covered plaza.  Vegetation on the mounds includes 
Ilex vomitoria, also known as Yaupon holly (Hudson 2004), from which black drink was made, 
as well as palm, and various species of mangrove trees along the waters edge.  Detailed 
environmental information is not available for the Toncrey site; however, nearby locations offer 
insight (NOAA 2007). 
 Bay Joe Wise is located approximately three miles south east of the Toncrey site (see 
Figure 1.1).  An Environmental Assessment (NOAA 2007) was prepared for Bay Joe Wise and 
provides detailed information regarding the area’s physical setting.   Vegetation in the Bay Joe 
Wise area is primarily intertidal saline marsh with portions of scrub-shrub habitation (NOAA 
2007).  Minor segments of beach, upland, and intertidal habitats are also present (NOAA 2007).  
Bay Joe Wise saline marsh habitats primarily consist of smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), 
marshhay cordgrass (Spartina patens), and black mangrove (Avicennia germinans), while the 
beach habitats are vegetated with roseau cane (Phragmites australis) and marshhay cordgrass 
(NOAA 2007).   
 Fish and wildlife inhabiting Bay Joe Wise and the surrounding area are abundant.  
Common marine and estuarine species, excluding surf zone species, include white mullet (Mugil 
curema), longnose killifish (Fundulus similis), darter goby (Ctenogobius boleosoma), inland 
silversides (Menidia beryllina), Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus), spotted seatrout 
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(Cynoscion nebulosus), sheepshead minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus), killifish, sand seatrout 
(Cynoscion arenarius), red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus), black drum (Pogonias cromis), southern 
flounder (Paralichthys lethostigma), brown shrimp (Farfantepenaeus aztecus), white shrimp 
(Litopeneaus setiferus), and american oysters (Crassostrea virginica) (NOAA 2007).  Birds that 
inhabit or visit this region include various species of swimmers, sea birds, waders, shore birds, 
birds of prey, and passerine birds (NOAA 2007).  Common bird species include lesser scaup 
(Aythya affinis), red-breasted megansers (Mergus serrator), pelicans, gulls, terns, skimmers, least 
bittern (Ixobrychus exilis), great blue heron (Ardea herodias), great egret (Casmerodius albus), 
snowy egret (Egretta thula), and little blue heron (Egretta caerulea) (NOAA 2007).  Mammals 
in this area are sparse, but are comprised of swamp rabbit, muskrat, nutria, mink, raccoon, otter, 
and marsh rice rat.  Reptiles and Amphibians are also sparse and consist of tree frogs, bullfrogs, 
salamanders, newts, diamondback terrapins, six-lined racerunners, and mole skinks (NOAA 
2007).  Clearly abundant resources are available throughout the seasons.  
 
PAST ENVIRONMENT 
 Prehistoric site location was chosen in order to provide strategic access to exploitable 
resources (Gagliano 1984), making past environmental reconstruction important to 
archaeological research.  The current interglacial stage, the Holocene epoch, 10,000 B.P.-present 
(Saucier 1994), is a good starting point for the discussion of past environment.  The Holocene is 
characterized by warmer and drier conditions than the Pleistocene, and is typically divided into 
three periods: Early, Middle, and Late (Bense 2009).  The Woodland and Mississippi periods 
occur within the Late Holocene.  Environmental conditions during these periods were similar to 
those of the present day (Bense 2009). The climate closely resembled today’s by the mid 
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Holocene, 8000-3000 B.P. (Schuldenrein 1996), with modern sea level, weather conditions, and 
flora and faunal in place by the late Holocene (Bense 2009). Rapid sea level rise continued from 
the Pleistocene into the Holocene and stabilized by ca. 6000 B.P. (Davis 1997; Day 2007; 
Donoghue 2011).  Opinions concerning the specifics of sea level rise since 6000 B.P. are 
contentious (e.g., Saucier 1994); however, it is generally agreed upon that sea level rose slowly 
during the past few thousand years with minor, short-term fluctuations (Donoghue 2011).  Sea 
level stabilization enabled the significant delta development that occurred during the past 3000 
years and created much of modern coastal Louisiana.  
 
DELTA DEVELOPMENT 
The Mississippi River Valley is typically divided into Upper and Lower portions, with 
the LMV stretching from the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers south to the Gulf of 
Mexico (Saucier 1994).  The deltaic plain is the southernmost segment of the LMV and consists 
of four subregions: the Atchafalaya Basin, the Ponchartrain Basin, the Barataria Basin, and the 
Terrebonne Marsh (Saucier 1994; Schilling 2004).  The Toncrey site is located in the Barataria 
Basin.  Drainage flows from the Barataria Basin into Bayou des Allemandes, through Lake 
Salvador, into a series of bayous and lakes, which flows into Barataria Bay, and finally the Gulf 
of Mexico (Saucier 1994) (see Figure 1.1).   
Created over the past 9,000 years, the deltaic plain was shaped by the deltaic cycle.  This 
cycle operates at the level of the subdelta with several occurrences of progradation and 
degradation forming a single delta lobe complex (Hunter and Reeves 1990; Schilling 2004).  
Multiple distributaries are active within a prograding delta lobe, with no major distributary 
accounting for more than 20 percent of the river’s total discharge (Saucier 1994).   
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Delta progradation occurs with the deposition of sediment from a fluvial system in a 
marine environment (Saucier 1994; Schilling 2004).  This creates natural levees and freshwater 
marsh is generated around these natural levees.  The expanses between the numerous subdeltas 
are in-filled during overbank flooding.  Then, the in-filled expanses begin to form marsh 
environments.  These marshes are maintained by low energy flooding and organic deposition 
(Saucier 1994; Schilling 2004).  Saucier (1994) notes that the sporadic appearance of sites, 
usually shell middens, in the middle of extensive segments of interdistributary marshes often 
signifies the existences of landforms, such as buried natural levees or beach ridges, associated 
with an older, subsided delta complex.   
Five delta complexes developed during the Holocene (Saucier 1994): the Maringouin 
(7000-6000 B.P.), Teche (6000-3000 B.P.), St. Bernard (4500-3000 B.P.), Lafourche (3500-1500 
B.P.), and Plaquemines-Modern (Balize) (1000 B.P.-Present) (Saucier 1994).  These delta 
complexes continually changed and shaped the deltaic plain (Saucier 1994).  There are any 
number of interpretations of the complex delta chronology (e.g., Blum and Roberts 2009; Day 
2007; Kesel 2008); however Saucier (1994), which is modified from Frazier (1967), is used as 
the primary reference in this thesis due its prevalence in other archaeological papers (e.g., 
Schilling 2004) and inconsistencies among the alternate interpretations. 
The Lafourche Complex and the Plaquemines Complex are relevant to the Toncrey site 
due to their chronological and geographical location.  Delta formation of the Lafourche Complex 
began around 3500 B.P. and was most active from 2000 B.P. to 1000 B.P. (Saucier 1994; 
Schilling 2004).  The Toncrey site was potentially occupied as early as the beginning of the 
Coles Creek period, 1250 B.P. (A.D. 700), based on the layout of the mounds (Saunders and 
Mann 2010).   The distributary routes of the Lafourche Complex extend from Donaldsonville, 
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Louisiana to the Gulf of Mexico near Grande Isle, Louisiana (Saucier 1994).  At this time, sea 
level was lower and the shoreline of the Gulf extended further south.  This suggests that the 
Toncrey site was possibly built on a more substantial landform than is present today.  The 
Plaquemines Complex started to develop ca. 1000-800 B.P, and formed in the marginal areas 
between the St. Bernard Complex on the east and the Lafourche Complex on the west (Saucier 
1994; Schilling 2004).  The Plaquemines Complex is temporally the most likely candidate for 
providing the Toncrey site’s landform.  This observation is based on the cultural affiliation and 
its associated time span, 1250-250 B.P (Rees 2010a), as suggested by previous research (Jones 
2001) at the site.  Archaeological sites serve as ‘chronostratigraphic markers’ (Saucier 1994:14) 
offering reasonably accurate evidence concerning the age of a landform or event (Saucier 1994).  
Unfortunately, previous research near the Toncrey site has not provided such evidence yet.   
The Toncrey site is located on a subsiding natural levee of Robinson Canal (Jones 2001).  
In addition to long-term changes produced by delta development, the Toncrey site has also been 
affected by more short-term changes, both natural and man-made.  Robinson Canal, previously 
Bayou Robinson, was canalized between 1936 and 1945 (Jones 2001).  This canalization is 
potentially responsible for the north-south orientation of the shell beach midden.  Further, the site 
is continually exposed to erosion and weathering, which has created significant effects.  A 
comparison of U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps produced during the 1973 and 1994 
(Figure 2.3), demonstrates the amount of change that can occur even in a short span of time. 
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Figure 2.3. U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle Map- Bay Ronquille, 1973(top) and 
1994(bottom). The star indicates the location of the Toncrey site. Note land loss in the 
top center of map. 
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CHAPTER 3 BACKGROUND 
 
A grounding in the basic characteristics of Louisiana Late Woodland and Mississippi 
period cultures is necessary to understand the situation along the prehistoric Louisiana coast. 
This section provides a brief outline of the culture-history of the Greater Southeast from the 
Woodland through the Mississippi periods, followed by a discussion of pottery.  Generalizations 
about each period are followed by a description of the subperiods and then the discussion 
narrows to prehistoric cultures in Louisiana that are of interest to this research.  The 
characteristics listed in the paragraphs below are generalizations and do not apply to all regions 
and cultures of the southeastern United States.  
 
CULTURE HISTORY 
The Woodland Period in the Greater Southeast 
The Woodland period, 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1000 (Anderson and Mainfort 2002), is 
preceded by the Archaic period and followed by the Mississippi period of cultural development 
in the southeastern United States.  The Woodland period can be divided into three subperiods: 
Early, Middle, and Late.  These subperiods can be characterized by increases in sedentism, 
population, and organizational complexity, in addition to widespread changes in pottery style 
(Anderson and Mainfort 2002).  The dates used to define these subperiods vary between authors, 
but here I have chosen to follow those given by Anderson and Mainfort (2002).   
The Early Woodland period, 1000-200 B.C., is marked by the widespread adoption of 
pottery, increased mound construction in some areas (Anderson and Mainfort 2002), the 
reduction in the size of stemmed projectile points, and the emergence of four pottery traditions: 
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Gulf, South Appalachian, Northern, and Middle Eastern (Bense 2009).  Because vessel 
technologies and surface decorations are significantly different between these traditions, these 
pottery traditions are the basis for the description of archaeological cultures. 
Communities during the Early Woodland period were fairly small, 50 to 60 people, and, 
at least in Louisiana, minimally ranked or unranked (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:6).  Societies 
continued to live as they did during the Archaic period, subsisting on hunting and gathering 
(Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Bense 2009) and following a base camp-satellite camp settlement 
pattern.  Group interaction was limited and trade was sporadic (Bense 2009). 
The Middle Woodland period, 200 B.C.-A.D. 400 (Anderson and Mainfort 2002), is 
marked by continued increase in mound construction and the development of Hopewellian 
exchange, iconography, and ritual in some parts of the Southeast (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002:9).  With the emergence of Hopewellian ceremonial complexes, mounds were built for both 
burial and ritual (Bense 2009) and platform mounds first appeared (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002).  Changes in mound size and shape were associated with other social changes: 
sociopolitical organization became more complex, with the maximal organizational level moving 
from the extended family household to the segmented lineage or tribe, trade became more 
widespread, and base camps became more elaborate (Bense 2009:149).   
Similar to the Early Woodland, hunting and gathering remained the primary source of 
subsistence with variation in some regions (Anderson and Mainfort 2002).  Paleosubsistence 
remains reveal that native domesticates, including sunflower, chenopod, and marshelder were 
cultivated in parts of the Midsouth, which is corroborated by evidence of land clearing and the 
appearance of hoes, storage facilities, and specialized ceramic vessels for both the cooking and 
storage of these crops (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:14).  The dietary importance of these 
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remains is unknown (Anderson and Mainfort 2002); however, Bense (2009) indicates that 
horticulture began to play a larger, yet still small, role in the Tennessee Valley during the Middle 
Woodland. 
The Late Woodland period, A.D. 400-1000, is marked by population growth, sedentary 
communities, the adoption of the bow and arrow, and agriculture in some areas (Anderson and 
Mainfort 2002:15).  The Hopewell Interaction network had collapsed by A.D. 500 (Bense 
2009:162).  Although interaction across the Southeast is still evident, trade in exotics declined.  
Agriculture began to develop in some areas of the Southeast with maize becoming increasingly 
important in the northern central Mississippi Valley (Bense 2009), but across the Atlantic and 
Gulf coastal plains, fishing, hunting and gathering continued due to the natural abundance of 
resources (Anderson and Mainfort 2002).  Settlements, though small, were probably sedentary 
across the Southeast (Bense 2009).  In the LMV and along the Gulf Coast, formal civic-
ceremonial complexes emerged around A.D. 700-900 (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:16).  These 
were characterized by residential and temple mounds arranged around plazas, and were occupied 
by hereditary elites.  Additionally, the primary focus of mound function shifted from ritual and 
mortuary practices to political practices (Bense 2009). 
 
The Woodland Period in the Lower Mississippi Valley and Louisiana 
The Woodland period in the LMV has slightly different dates than other portions of the 
Southeast, ca. 800 B.C.- A.D. 1200 (Kidder 2002:69).  Congruent with other regions, this period 
is typically divided into Early, Middle, and Late subperiods.  In Louisiana, this is further divided 
into the time periods and cultures (in parentheses) of Tchula (Tchefuncte), Marksville 
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(Marksville), Baytown (Troyville), and Coles Creek (Coles Creek) (Rees 2010).  Distinct 
ceramic styles are used to distinguish and separate the cultural phases.   
The Woodland in the LMV was characterized by cultural variation and innovation; 
however, cultures were not uniform across this geographic region (Kidder 2002:66). Advances 
associated with Mississippian culture began to develop in northern areas during the Late 
Woodland, while southern areas, especially coastal Louisiana, remained more conservative 
(Kidder 2002).  Advances occurred in southern areas, but can be viewed as “indigenous cultural 
changes” (Roe and Schilling 2010:158).  Societies increased in complexity and rank became 
more important through time (Kidder 2002).  Woodland societies in the LMV subsisted on 
hunting, gathering, and fishing with a major reliance on fish and other marine resources in 
coastal areas (Brown 1984, Greenwell 1984; Kidder 2002; Shenkel 1984).  Near the end of the 
period, horticulture may have been adopted inland (Fritz and Kidder 1993).    
Mound building was a common characteristic during the Woodland period, but mound 
function and arrangement changed as time progressed (Kidder 2002).  Unlike some other areas 
of the Southeast, there was a long hiatus in mound building at the close of the Late Archaic 
period and mounds did not appear again until the very Late Tchula and Marksville periods 
(Kidder 2002).  These mounds were generally conical and used for ritual and burial purposes, 
while later Troyville and Coles Creek mounds were flat-topped platforms (Kidder 2002).  Burials 
are found in some Coles Creek mounds; however, the primary purpose of mound construction 
was not mortuary (Kidder 2002).  Coles Creek mounds were arranged around central plazas and 
usually consisted of two to four mounds (Roe and Schilling 2010:160).  Three or four mounds, 
located in the cardinal directions, are typical in southern Louisiana (Saunders and Mann 2010).  
Coles Creek mounds were presumably used as support structures for temples and for the houses 
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of the elite (Kidder 2002).  Structures were temporary and mounds were relatively public 
compared to those of Mississippian cultures (Kidder 2002; Knight 2001).  The mounds at the 
Toncrey site may have been built as flat-topped platforms and are arranged in the cardinal 
directions around the plaza.  The current, more conical shape of the Toncrey mounds may be due 
to erosion (Jones 2001).   
 
Coles Creek 
The term Coles Creek is used to define both a culture and a time period during the Late 
Woodland.  Coles Creek lasted from approximately A.D. 700-1000 (Brown 1984:97) or A.D. 
700- 1200 (Roe and Schilling 2010:157).  The interval between A.D. 1000 and 1200 is 
sometimes called “Terminal Coles Creek” (Jeter et al. 1989) or “Emergent Mississippian” 
because some characteristics of Mississippi period cultures first appeared in Coles Creek cultures 
in some areas at this time (Jeter et al. 1989; Kidder 2002).  Sites associated with this culture are 
found throughout the LMV and along the Louisiana coast (Lee 2010; Roe and Schilling 2010).  
Jeter et al. (1989) define a coastal Coles Creek culture distinct from the interior; the coastal 
culture is distinguished by, among other things, a distinct ceramic complex.  A wide variety of 
decorative styles were used, making it difficult to summarize; however, various styles suggest 
extensive interaction along the Gulf Coast to the east, as well as some interaction with the 
interior to the north (Brown 1984).  Lithics are not abundant in coastal Coles Creek contexts 
(Roe and Schilling 2010:166).  Tools were made from bone and shell.  These types of artifacts 
are less durable and therefore, the odds of survival to the present day are uncertain (Rees 
2010b:182).  When present, stone tools are simple and typically made of local materials with 
arrow points as the most common type of projectile point (Roe and Schilling 2010:166). 
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Mound-and-plaza sites were an important part of Coles Creek settlement organization. 
Platform mounds are commonly found at Coles Creek sites and are usually located at the 
cardinal directions surrounding a plaza.  Other settlements include villages and hamlets of 
variable sizes (Brown 1984).  Most Coles Creek peoples lived in non-mound settlements (Roe 
and Schilling 2010).   Rangia shell middens are also common features found at coastal Coles 
Creek sites (Brown 1984).  
The coastal Coles Creek people were a “marsh-adapted culture” (Brown 1984:101) and 
subsisted on a wide range of mammals and fish.  Deer, muskrat, raccoon, catfish, gar, drum, and 
bowfin were of primary importance, but people’s diets also included other small mammals, birds, 
and reptiles (Brown 1984).  The proportion of these various resources differed from site to site.  
Additionally rangia clams were important; however, while the rangia are highly visible in the 
archaeological record, fish probably provided the bulk of calories and protein (Brown 1984).  
 
The Mississippi Period in the Greater Southeast 
The Mississippi period, A.D. 1000-1500, is the last prehistoric period prior to European 
contact (Bense 2009:184).   This period is characterized by the development of hereditary 
chiefdoms and the Mississippian Ideological Interaction Sphere (MIIS) (Bense 2009; Blitz 
2010).  Chiefdoms were characterized by centralized power over several communities, hereditary 
inequality, and tribute (Bense 2009).  Across the Southeast, chiefdoms varied from simple to 
complex both temporally and spatially (Bense 2009).  Simple chiefdoms consist of one 
authoritative level ruling over several local communities, while complex chiefdoms involve two 
authoritative levels (Anderson 1990; Bense 2009:193).  Paramount chiefdoms involve more than 
two authoritative levels ruling over multiple communities (Anderson 1990; Bense 2009:193).   
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Surplus food was a necessary component of chiefdoms.  In the Southeast, surplus was 
acquired in two main ways (Bense 2009).  In riverine systems, maize agriculture played an 
important role in subsistence, supplemented by wild food sources.  Flood plains provided fertile 
soil for agriculture in which maize, beans, squash, sunflower, marsh elder, and gourd were the 
primary crops.  In contrast, communities along the Gulf Coast, where agriculture was adopted 
very late, if at all, acquired a surplus by intensifying existing hunting, fishing, gardening, and 
gathering (Bense 2009).  Coastal communities often only evolved into simple chiefdoms (Bense 
2009).  Most, if not all, Mississippi period societies in the Southeast were sedentary. 
The term Mississippi is used to describe a time period, while Mississippian denotes a 
culture.  Mississippian culture is characterized by shell-tempered pottery, maize agriculture, 
platform mounds, exotic trade items indicating long-distance trade, and elaborate iconography 
(Bense 2009; Rees 2010b).  Mississippian cultural influences were widespread; sites are found 
throughout the Southeast from the Gulf Coast to the Midwest and from Oklahoma to the Atlantic 
Coast (Rees 2010b). 
The MIIS is a collection of rituals and iconography associated with Mississippi period 
cultures; iconography emphasized fertility, ancestors, and war (Bense 2009:195; Blitz 2010:3).  
The MIIS peaked from A.D. 1200-1400 (Bense 2009:195) and iconography depicting these 
themes was widespread.  Symbols used in the MIIS can be found in the cultures of the Caddo of 
Oklahoma to the St. Johns in northeast Florida and from Wisconsin to southwestern Mississippi 
(Bense 2009). 
The Mississippi period is typically divided into three sub-periods: Early, Middle, and 
Late (Bense 2009).  The Early Mississippi period, A.D.1000-1200, is characterized by the spread 
of maize agriculture and shell-tempered pottery, and the development of simple chiefdoms in 
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river valley societies.  A single paramount chiefdom, centered at the Cahokia site, was the major 
source of influence (Bense 2009).  Elsewhere, settlement patterns consisted of scattered 
farmsteads, small settlements, and a large civic-ceremonial area located at the largest settlement 
or at a special ceremonial center.  The ceremonial centers usually contained several mounds 
placed around a plaza.  Local elite lived at the smaller settlements, which contained one or more 
associated mounds (Bense 2009). 
During this subperiod, development did not proceed at the same speed everywhere.   As 
noted, Cahokia, a paramount chiefdom located near present day St. Louis, was at its height, 
while Native Americans in the LMV, along the Gulf Coast, and in south Florida continued to live 
in relatively egalitarian societies as they did in the Late Woodland period (Bense 2009).  Cahokia 
declined after A.D. 1200; in the power vacuum, regional centers sprang up across the Southeast 
(Bense 2009).   
In the Middle Mississippi period, A.D.1200-1400, complex chiefdoms evolved in areas 
with rich soils where maize could be cultivated in large quantities, such as near the mouths of 
rivers, while simple chiefdoms emerged along the Gulf Coast (Bense 2009).  Civic-ceremonial 
centers were enlarged, and mound construction, displays of symbolic artifacts, and elaborate 
rituals reached their peak.  Shell-tempered pottery continued to spread throughout the region.  
Further, evidence of stockades in some areas points to increased violence and warfare (Bense 
2009). 
Decline in public ritual and mound building, and the collapse or relocation of a number of 
chiefdoms, marks the Late Mississippi period, A.D. 1400-1500 (Bense 2009).  Warfare 
continued to increase and replaced religion as the primary means of political control (Bense 
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2009). It is hypothesized that environmental and political problems led to instability, warfare, 
and reorganization of complex chiefdoms (Bense 2009). 
The Pensacola culture (A.D. 1250-1700) (Brown 2003:3), one variant of Mississippian 
culture, is important to note due to its proximity to Louisiana and its interaction with Plaquemine 
cultures.  Sites associated with Pensacola culture are found in the Mobile-Tensaw Basin and 
along the Gulf Coast from Choctawhatchee Bay in western Florida to southeastern Louisiana 
(Brown 2003:7).  Pensacola culture is identified by a distinct shell-tempered ceramic complex 
(Brown 2003), which is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.   
 
The Mississippi Period in Louisiana 
The Mississippi period in Louisiana, A.D.1200-1700, is divided into two sub-periods; the 
Middle Mississippi, A.D. 1200-1500, and the Late Mississippi-Protohistoric, A.D. 1500-1700 
(Rees 2010a; 2010b).  Plaquemine, Caddo, and Mississippian are the cultures of this period 
(Rees 2010a).   
Plaquemine refers to both a time period and a culture in Louisiana prehistory (Rees 
2010b).  Sites associated with this culture are found from the Gulf Coast north to Greenville, 
Mississippi, and from southwest Mississippi west to east Louisiana (Rees 2010b).  Plaquemine 
cultural traditions are rooted in Coles Creek.  Construction of flat-topped platform mounds 
continued; these tend to be larger than Coles Creek mounds (Rees 2010b).  Plaquemine mounds 
supported mortuary temples and residences for chiefs.  Settlement patterns remained similar to 
Coles Creek peoples; most Plaquemine peoples lived in small, dispersed communities without 
mounds (Rees 2010b).  At least limited maize agriculture became a part of the diet in most areas 
(Rees 2010b).  Artifacts linked with Plaquemine culture include ceramic and stone smoking 
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pipes, stone celts, discoidals, and small, stemmed projectile points (Rees 2010b:182).  Similar to 
Coles Creek cultures, along the coast few lithic artifacts are found.  A good source of stone was 
not locally available, so tools were made from bone and shell, which are less durable and less 
likely to survive to present day (Rees 2010b:182). 
Mississippian cultural influences were widespread in the Southeastern prehistory; 
however, Mississippian components are sparse in Louisiana (Rees 2010b).  Relatively few 
Mississippian mound sites are found in Louisiana and are nowhere near the scale of the large 
political, economic, and ceremonial centers of, for instance, Moundville and Bottle Creek in 
Alabama (Rees 2010b).  Bottle Creek is the largest Mississippian site in the Gulf Coast region 
and is associated with the Pensacola culture (Brown 2003:1).  Further, evidence of the adoption 
of maize agriculture is not as clear in Louisiana as compared to other areas of the Southeast 
(Rees 2010b).  Kidder (2002) suggested that maize domestication in the LMV fluctuated 
temporally and in level of intensity (Rees 2010b).  Jeter et al. (1989) suggested that in coastal 
areas, maize was not intensely cultivated, but functioned in some ceremonial role as a bonding 
element to the larger Mississippian interaction sphere.  These variations in Mississippi period 
cultures of Louisiana echo the conservatism demonstrated by Woodland period cultures in 
Louisiana.  
Opinions differ on the origins of Plaquemine culture.  Opinions can be broken down into 
three lines of discourse, which Rees and Livingood (2007a:6) characterized as “neither 
Mississippian nor Coles Creek,” “Mississippianized Coles Creek,” and “continuity and change.”  
“Neither Mississippian nor Coles Creek” describes an early line of reasoning, in which ceramic 
type and form was used to distinguish Plaquemine culture from Coles Creek and Mississippian 
cultures (Rees and Livingood 2007a:6-8).  Ford (1951) and Phillips (1970) are two of the early 
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archaeologists who contributed to this line of reasoning (Rees and Livingood 2007b).  The 
“Neither Mississippian nor Coles Creek” line of reasoning is useful to identify the three cultures 
archaeologically, but lacks an adequate explanation for the origins of Plaquemine culture (Rees 
and Livingood 2007b).  Two lines of reasoning (Jeter et. al 1989; Williams and Brain 1983) 
dominated the debate in the 1980’s.  Jeter et al. (1989) suggested that the origins of Plaquemine 
culture could be found in the transitional Coles Creek period, A.D. 1000-1200, and can be seen 
as a continuum in cultural development.  Williams and Brain (1983) argued that Mississippian 
influences upon indigenous Coles Creek peoples, around A.D. 1000 -1200, were responsible for 
the origin of Plaquemine culture ((Rees and Livingood 2007a; Jeter et al 1989).  Williams and 
Brain (1983) cite the widespread interaction of Mississippian peoples as evidence of external 
Mississippian influence upon indigenous Coles Creek populations.  Mississippian cultures 
certainly were influential throughout the Southeast; however, Jeter et al. (1989) believe that aside 
from a few examples involving trade ceramics from Cahokia, the nature of the interaction was in 
the realm of ideas rather than artifacts. Williams and Brain’s argument (1983), is still viewed as a 
viable explanation and is described as “Mississippianized Coles Creek,” by Rees and Livingood 
(2007a:8-10).  “Continuity and change” suggests a compromise between “neither Mississippian 
nor Coles Creek” and “Mississippianized Coles Creek” in which the question of Plaquemine 
origins is effectively rephrased as a problem of understanding continuity and change (Rees and 
Livingood 2007a:10-11).  Certainly Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures are 
interconnected, but the data currently available are not adequate to fully explain their interaction, 
especially in coastal Louisiana. 
Prehistoric coastal communities were quite different from their inland contemporaries.  
Cultural variation, especially in subsistence patterns, has been recognized along the northern 
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Gulf Coast by numerous authors, including Greenwell (1984), Knight (1984), Jeter (1989), 
Schilling (2004), Shenkel (1984), and Rees (2010b).  Jeter et al. (1989) stated that the success of 
the coastal adaptation and the isolation of coastal groups from outside forces buffered coastal 
cultures from the changes occurring in the inland areas.  The very productive estuarine systems 
of the coast allowed prehistoric communities to rely on fishing, hunting, and gathering as the 
major form of subsistence longer than inland areas.  This traditional subsistence system was 
present in most coastal cultures along both the Gulf and the Atlantic (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002), including Mississippian cultures of northwest Florida (Brose 1984), the Mississippi Gulf 
coast (Greenwell 1984), the Mobile Bay region (Knight 1984), and Coles Creek cultures in 
Louisiana (Brown 1984; Roe and Schilling 2010). 
 
POTTERY 
The processualists of the 1960s and 1970s criticized the cultural historical approach 
popular in pre-World War II archaeology; however, the cultural historical classification of 
pottery type and variety remains useful.  Each pottery type and variety has a known distribution, 
both temporally and spatially, and therefore, can be used as baseline information on cultural 
interaction or change in the prehistoric Southeast. 
Types, particularly pottery types, lie at the core of archaeological analysis in 
southeastern archaeology. They do serious work…It is by them that 
assemblages are attributed to whole cultural units…They are also used to 
construct chronologies and trace “influences”— trade, diffusion, ancestry 
and the like [Dunnel 2008:51].   
 
Pottery type and variety are useful measures of culture interaction and change because they can 
be used to trace archaeological cultures; however, it is important to note that although pottery is 
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a useful proxy to identify and trace archaeological cultures, pottery does not provide an emic 
viewpoint of the actual cultures or peoples that lived in the prehistoric Southeast.  
Distinct ceramic complexes are used to distinguish Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and 
Mississippian cultures.  Coles Creek ceramics are generally hard, well made, and grog-tempered; 
vessels were almost exclusively made into simple forms (Roe and Schilling 2010:168).  
Common vessel forms include restricted-orifice jars, beakers, and unrestricted and globular 
bowls (Roe and Schilling 2010:168).  Horizontal, rectilinear incised designs restricted to the rim 
of the vessel are typical of Coles Creek ceramics (Roe and Schilling 2010:168).  This decoration 
is abstract and does not include anthropomorphic or zoomorphic designs.  Other common 
designs include curvilinear incised designs, punctations, rocker stamping, and along the coast, 
curvilinear paddle-stamping (Roe and Schilling 2010:168).  Coles Creek Incised, French Fork 
Incised, Evansville Punctated, Pontchartrain Check Stamped, Mazique Incised, Beldeau Incised, 
and are among the pottery types diagnostic Coles Creek culture (Brown 1984; Roe and Schilling 
2010).  The most common type of pottery found in Coles Creek contexts, however, is Baytown 
Plain, which is an undecorated, grog-tempered plainware (Rees 2010b).  This high frequency is 
at least partially a consequence of the restricted zone of decoration. 
Ceramic technology and decorative styles indicate that Plaquemine pottery is rooted in 
Coles Creek culture (Rees 2010b:174; Roe and Schilling 2010:169).  Most Plaquemine ceramics 
are grog-tempered and, as in the Coles Creek period, the most common type of pottery found is 
Baytown Plain (Rees 2010b).  Many Plaquemine decorative treatments are reminiscent of their 
Coles Creek forbearers; incisions around the rim in linear or curvilinear patterns are common 
(Rees 2010b:174).  Variations of Coles Creek Incised and Mazique Incised, among others, 
continued to be made by Plaquemine cultures (Rees and Livingood 2007a).  Still, Plaquemine 
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ceramics can be distinguished from Coles Creek ceramics by new surface treatments and 
tempering; brushing over the whole vessel body, incising on the interior of vessels, and small 
quantities of pulverized mussel shell in the temper are diagnostic of Plaquemine ceramics (Rees 
2010b; Rees and Livingood 2007a).  Further, some Plaquemine vessels are engraved or incised 
with decorations that resemble Caddoan and Mississippian types found in the Red and Lower 
Mississippi Valleys (Rees 2010b:174).  Diagnostic pottery types include, but are not limited to, 
Addis Plain, Plaquemine Brushed, L’eau Noire Incised, and Mazique Incised (Rees and 
Livingood 2007a).     
Shell tempering is generally considered diagnostic of Mississippian cultures.  
Mississippian ceramics vary greatly in decoration; curvilinear abstract motifs, possibly 
representing the cosmological concepts of the Upper World, This World, and Lower World 
(Waselkov and Dumas 2010), are most common, but more elaborate MIIS designs are also 
present (Bense 2009).  Some vessels show zoomorphic designs, including, cat, owl, bird, duck, 
deer, and frog (Greenwell 1984).  Common vessel forms included bowls, jars, and plates.   
Regional variation is visible in Mississippian ceramics, both in temper and decoration.  
Traditionally, two ware classes of shell-tempered ceramics, Mississippi Plain (coarse shell) and 
Bell Plain (fine shell), are recognized throughout the Southeast (Philips 1970).  However, Fuller 
(1996) recognizes four distinct ware classes of shell-tempered ceramics in Pensacola culture 
areas: Bell Plain (fine, blocky shell), Graveline Plain (fine, lamellar shell), Mississippi Plain 
(lamellar, coarse shell), and Guillory Plain (blocky, coarse shell).  Fuller (1996) distinguishes 
between blocky, angular shell, and lamellar, flaky shell, in addition to the traditional fine and 
coarse dichotomy.  Fuller (1996) attributes these differences in ware classes to type of shell used 
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and/or method of pulverizing shell.  Blitz and Mann (2000) and Philips (1970) do not make this 
distinction in their classification of Mississippi Gulf Coast and LMV ceramic types.   
Decorative styles and motifs are more difficult to separate and summarize because 
information on style is spotty, but diagnostic types are identifiable (Blitz and Mann 2000; Fuller 
1996; Philips 1970).  Pensacola Incised, Moundville Incised, Middle River Incised, and others 
are diagnostic Pensacola pottery types (Fuller 1996), while Leland Incised, Barton Incised, and 
others are associated with Mississippian cultures in the LMV.        
Shell-tempered pottery is widely accepted as a diagnostic hallmark for the Mississippi 
period, but it also appeared in the Late Woodland (e.g., Feathers 2009; Feathers and Peacock 
2008; Lafferty 2008; Rafferty and Peacock 2008).  Throughout the twentieth century, 
archaeologists were puzzled by the frequency and distribution of shell temper and have offered a 
number of “mediocre” explanations (Feathers 2006).  Recently, Feathers (2006) investigated the 
spread of shell-tempered pottery during the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods, only to 
discover that current archaeological data were inadequate to properly explain its occurrence.  
Following Feathers’ conclusion, a number of researchers (Feathers 2009; Feathers and Peacock 
2008; Lafferty 2008; Rafferty and Peacock 2008;Weinstein and Dumas 2008) focused on 
increasing our knowledge and understanding of shell tempering with the goal explaining the 
timing and distribution of its spread.  Below are two examples.  
Feathers (2009) used thermo-luminescence to date individual sherds from several sites in 
the mid-South and made two important findings.  First, there is often variation in the age of 
ceramics from a single assemblage.  Ceramic age determined by depositional or occupational 
events provide an average and do not account for outliers.  Feathers (2009) argued that time of 
deposition does not always equal time of manufacture; ceramics should be considered on an 
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individual basis to account for all possibilities.  Second, shell tempering appears in the mid-
South earlier than previously thought, possibly as early as A.D. 411 ± 257 (Feathers 2009:131).  
Feathers (2009) hypothesized that shell tempering was used in low quantities prior to its adoption 
as the principal tempering agent in Mississippian ceramics.  
 Lafferty (2008) investigated the diffusion of shell tempering in the northern LMV.  She 
(Lafferty 2008) concluded that shell tempering increased in frequency from A.D. 800 until A.D. 
1100, after which it became the dominant temper used in ceramic assemblages.  Based on an 
analysis between domestic and ceremonial sites, Lafferty (2008) also found that the earliest 
occurrences of shell tempering are in ceremonial contexts and thus hypothesized that shell 
tempering represents trade between religious practitioners.  In-depth research resembling 
Feathers (2009) or Lafferty (2008) has yet to be conducted along the northern Gulf Coast of 
Louisiana, leaving many questions concerning the spread of shell-tempered pottery into the 
region unanswered.  Current research at the Toncrey site is not as extensive as Feathers (2009) or 
Lafferty (2008), but will at least increase our knowledge base concerning shell temper along the 
northern Gulf Coast of Louisiana. 
Other authors (e.g., Hally 1972; Kidder 1998; Shuman 2007) agree that our current 
understanding and emphasis on shell temper as purely Mississippian is problematic (Rees and 
Livingood 2007a), but “until some of these complex relationships are addressed, it is difficult to 
fathom the precise meaning of the adoption of shell tempering (Rees and Livingood 2007a:11).  
Until then, a few observations are available.  Researchers (e.g., Feathers 2009; Feathers and 
Peacock 2008; Lafferty 2008; Rafferty and Peacock 2008) concluded that shell tempering 
appeared in the mid-South during the Late Woodland and represents one facet of complex social 
interaction (Rees 2010b).  Research (e.g., Shuman 2007; Weinstein and Dumas 2008) in the 
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LMV demonstrates that shell tempering is found in combination with other tempers not 
associated with Mississippian ceramics or cultures (Rees 2010b).  Additional research is 
necessary to elaborate on these observations.  Site-specific research that accounts for regional 
variation and considers historical context may provide some answers to the enigma of shell 
temper (Rees 2010b; Rees and Livingood 2007a).  
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CHAPTER 4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
 
 The Toncrey site was first recorded in 1936, by Fred B. Kniffen (1936a), in “A 
Preliminary Report on the Indian Mounds and Middens of Plaquemines and St. Bernard 
Parishes” (Jones 2001).  The State of Louisiana site record form (1936a) indicates a Neo-Indian, 
prehistoric camp containing earthen mounds.  [Neo-Indian is an older term that denotes the time 
period between 2000 B.C.-A.D. 1600 (Neuman 1984).  The term has been replaced by the more 
standard Woodland/Mississippian terminology described in the last chapter].  A grab surface 
collection yielded six sherds, bone, and stone.  No specific cultural affiliation was assigned at 
this time.  Other early references that simply allude to the Toncrey site include McIntyre (1958), 
Neuman (1977), and Chase (1987).  These references are vague and do not provide great detail 
(Jones 2001).   
 Although McIntyre (1958) did not discuss the Toncrey site in detail, he (McIntyre 
1958) was one of the first to discuss the distribution of sites in the Louisiana delta and to 
consider human interaction with delta development.  He (McIntyre 1958) was also a pioneer in 
using diagnostic archaeological material to date deltas; McIntyre (1958:v) advocated that “by 
mapping the initial occupation sites for each period throughout the entire survey area, it is 
possible to discern the relative pattern of the progressive development of the deltaic plain.”  
Figure 4.1 is a reproduction of McIntyre’s (1958: Plate 7,8) map of the distribution of Coles 
Creek and Plaquemine period sites.  The Toncrey site was identified as a Plaquemine period site.
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 Jones and Goodwin conducted the next recorded investigation in April 2001.  They 
performed an opportunistic surface collection along the 500 meters of shell beach midden, 
gathering decorated body and rim sherds and any bone material they encountered.  Some of the 
bone proved to be tools.  Otherwise, their collection yielded primarily ceramics indicative of 
Plaquemine/Mississippian occupation in addition to earlier Coles Creek type ceramics (Jones 
2001).  The State of Louisiana site update form (2001) indicates the presumed function to be a 
mound/ceremonial and residential site with diagnostic artifacts indicating 
Plaquemine/Mississippian cultural affiliation.  Others reportedly visited the site in the 1990s and 
conducted surface collections, but site update forms were never filed (Jones 2001).  Mann and 
Figure 4.1. Coles Creek Period (top) and Plaquemine Period (bottom) Sites Identified by 
McIntyre (1958). (Image modified from McIntyre [1958:Plate 7b, Plate 8b]) Black squares 
denote the area where the Toncrey site is located. 
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colleagues visited the site in 2009.   A small surface collection on the shell beach midden also 
revealed sherds diagnostic of Plaquemine and Mississippian cultures (Mann 2009). 
 Previously called the Lower Bayou Robinson site and the Bayou Ronquille site, 
16PL07 was renamed the Toncrey site to eradicate confusion with other sites in the immediate 
area (Jones 2001).  The site is named after two lessees of a fishing camp at the site, Shane and 
Lonnie Toncrey.  The Toncrey family is responsible for describing the three mounds to Jones 
and prompting the 2001 investigation.  Over the years the Toncreys collected artifacts.  The 
pottery types coincide with those of Jones and Goodwin indicating Plaquemine/Mississippian 
and Coles Creek cultural affiliations (Jones 2001). 
 Other sites in the immediate area offer limited information.  Kniffen (1936a) recorded 
a number of sites near the Toncrey site including Robinson Bayou #1(16PL05), and Robinson 
Bayou #2 (16PL06), which are located east (16PL05) and west (16PL06) of Bayou Robinson.  
State of Louisiana site record forms (Kniffen 1936b; 1936c) indicate a Neo-Indian, prehistoric 
camp or extraction locale containing one cultural feature, a shell midden, at both sites.  A grab 
surface collection yielded 26 sherds and one bone at 16PL05, and a grab surface collection and 
auger testing yielded stone, mortar, flint, one bone, 26 sherds, and igneous rocks at 16PL06 
(Kniffen 1936b; 1936c). No specific cultural affiliation has been assigned to 16PL05 or 16PL06 
(Kniffen 1936b; 1936c).  
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CHAPTER 5 INTERACTION 
 
The Late Prehistoric period along the northern Gulf Coast presents a puzzling social 
situation.  Terminal Coles Creek (A.D. 1000-1200) (Roe and Schilling 2010), Plaquemine, and 
Mississippian cultures were contemporaneous during the Late Woodland and Early Mississippi 
periods in Louisiana, with Coles Creek cultures continuing late along the coast, Plaquemine 
cultures thriving inland, and Mississippian influences emerging in northern and extreme 
southeastern Louisiana (Jeter et al. 1989).  Southeastern archaeology has assigned culture and 
temporal units to provide order and simplify this situation; however, these units impose a static 
description of prehistoric Louisiana, which was certainly not the case.  Cultural interaction and 
culture change was occurring, both temporally and spatially, but the exact relationship among the 
above cultures remains undetermined.  Ceramic analysis holds the potential to shed light on this 
dynamic period.  The appearance of distinct ceramic styles in the archaeological record, which 
are used to distinguish and separate these cultural phases, provides insight into interaction along 
the northern Gulf Coast.  
This section provides a general discussion concerning interaction along the northern Gulf 
Coast, followed by brief examples of what interaction looks like in the archaeological record.  
The sites discussed contain information about various types of interaction between Coles Creek, 
Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures.  The relationship of the inhabitants of the Toncrey site 
with these other populations is considered in Chapter 7.  Note that shell-tempered pottery is 
viewed as a Mississippian trait for the purposes of this discussion for an initial attempt to address 
and measure cultural influence and interaction.  Further, I assume that the simple presence of 
shell temper indicates some type of Mississippian influence, that the frequency of shell temper 
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indicates the degree of interaction with Mississippian cultures, and that the distribution of sites 
with shell-tempered pottery indicates the geographical range of interaction.   
Additionally, interaction, intrusion, and influence are terms used in the remainder of this 
thesis and are defined below.  Interaction is used as a broad term to denote all types of 
interaction.  Intrusion is used to describe direct, continuous or prolonged, contact between 
peoples of various cultures, such as intermarriage, population intrusions, or alliances.  Influence 
is used to indicate other types of interaction including trade, exchange, and diffusion. 
The spread of shell-tempered pottery provides a good proxy for investigating movement 
and interaction along the northern gulf coast during the late prehistoric.  Although shell temper 
appeared earlier in some areas of the Southeast, shell-tempered pottery first appeared on the 
Louisiana coast ca. A.D. 1000 and, at least in some areas of Louisiana, its appearance is 
generally considered to represent an actual Mississippian intrusion (Weinstein and Dumas 2008).  
Shell temper is believed to have spread to the coast via two main pathways: west from Bottle 
Creek and south down the LMV (Weinstein and Dumas 2008:204).  These movements created a 
complex situation with highly variable ceramic assemblages across time and space.  Figure 5.1 
displays the distribution of LMV pottery types and Mississippian (Pensacola) pottery types in 
late prehistory.  
The appearance of mixed ceramic assemblages in the archaeological record or the 
recognition of long-distance stylistic similarities are often cited as markers of cultural interaction 
or contact (e.g., Brown 1984; Weinstein and Dumas 2008).  Interaction has long been 
documented along the northern Gulf Coast by numerous archaeologists (e.g., Brose 1984; Brown 
1984; Davis 1984; Jeter 1989; Knight 1984).  Unfortunately, few studies directly address cause 
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or mechanism responsible for interaction.  Two exceptions, Brown (2003) and Davis (1984), are 
discussed below. 
 
Brown (2003:8) identified the Bottle Creek site as the principle focus for interaction in 
the Mobile/Tensas Delta during  “Mississippian times” and suggested that interaction, whether 
sporadic and/or continuous, direct or indirect, was occurring between Bottle Creek peoples and 
populations along the coast.  There are several coastal Mississippian culture mound sites, which 
may represent small-scale chiefdoms with two-tiered settlement hierarchy, that were potentially 
allied with the Bottle Creek site.  Sites located geographically between Bottle Creek and coastal 
Louisiana, such as Singing River (22JA508, -520, -578) or Deer Island (22HR500) (Blitz and 
Mann 2000), which are located in the Mississippi Sound region, could have potentially served as 
conduits for trade or interaction.  Regardless of the specifics, Plaquemine and Coles Creek 
Figure 5.1. Movement of Shell Temper in Late Prehistory. 
(from Weinstein and Dumas 2008: Figure 2). 
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pottery types found in Mound A at Bottle Creek provide one line of evidence of interaction 
between coastal Louisiana populations and Bottle Creek peoples (Fuller 2003:36).   
Brown (2003:8) suggested the potential alliances between Bottle Creek and coastal 
Mississippian culture mounds sites may be responsible for the prehistoric interaction visible in 
the archaeological record.  Alternately, the Gulf Coast is thought to have been a frequently 
traveled route in prehistoric times (Brown 2003:9), so, interaction, indicated by mixed ceramic 
assemblages, may simply reflect the geographic position of the region (Brown 1988, 2003; 
Weinstein and Dumas 2008).  
Brown (2003) also briefly discussed Blitz and Mann’s (2000) hypothesis that interaction 
was caused by economic factors and was enabled by the ease of water travel.  Exchange of goods 
may have occurred directly between cultures at the Bottle Creek site, or by indirect trade along 
the coast.  This explanation provides a how, but not an in-depth answer to why interaction along 
the coast occurred.     
Davis (1984) investigated the cultural meaning behind long-distance stylistic similarities 
in ceramics found along the Gulf Coast between Choctawhatchee Bay, Florida, and south-central 
Louisiana during the protohistoric.  Davis (1984) proposed this argument for protohistoric 
populations; however, it is not unreasonable to apply this explanation to an earlier time period of 
the same region.  Davis (1984:218) argued that similarities attributed to trade, direct population 
intrusion, and diffusion are simplistic explanations that rely on a sparse archaeological record.  
Davis (1984) utilized historical accounts to provide a more complex explanation.  He (Davis 
1984:218) suggested that erratic, short-term population movements coupled with shifting 
alliances among small, adjacent tribal groups can best explain cultural interactions and the 
movement of goods along the coast.  The visible processes that may have caused this along-coast 
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movement are trade and exchange, contacts by hunting and war parties, and population 
movements, with the latter providing the fullest explanation.  Population movement was driven 
by a fragmented sociopolitical landscape in which small tribal groups made irregular but 
frequent short-distance movement and short-term alliances.  The above factors were frequent 
enough for broad stylistic homogeneity to be maintained, but with sufficient continuity of local 
group identity for local area distinctions to persist (Davis 1984).  
Other researchers studying interaction specific to coastal Louisiana include Riser (1987) 
and Weinstein and Dumas (2008), all of whom cited descriptive historical circumstances.  Riser 
(1987) suggested that interaction along the coast was due to seasonal intrusions of LMV cultures 
and Pensacola (Mississippian) cultures to catch and dry shrimp in coastal Louisiana.  Weinstein 
and Dumas (2008) suggested that interaction may be due to intrusive movement for the 
exploitation of salt.  This is certainly true of the movement of peoples from the Yazoo River 
Valley to Avery Island, in western Louisiana; however, no evidence of salt production has been 
found on the eastern coast of Louisiana where Mississippian material is also found (Weinstein 
and Dumas 2008). 
 
INTERACTION IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 
A number of sites along the northern Gulf Coast exhibit mixed ceramic assemblages that 
can be viewed as evidence of interaction.  An example in Louisiana is discussed first, followed 
by other areas along the northern Gulf Coast. 
The Sims Place (16SC2) site, located in St. Charles Parish, Louisiana, (Weinstein and 
Dumas 2008) is perhaps the largest mound center in coastal Louisiana.  The site has Coles Creek, 
Plaquemine, and Mississippian components (Rees 2010b; Weinstein and Dumas 2008).  This site 
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once contained 6 mounds; its size suggests it served as a political and trade center.  The site 
contains a mixture of potting traditions (Weinstein and Dumas 2008). Pensacola ceramic types 
serve as evidence of interaction to the east along the coast, while LMV Mississippian ceramic 
types provide evidence of interaction to the north (Weinstein and Dumas 2008).  Post-Coles 
Creek ceramics were originally divided by Davis (1981) and Giardino (1985) into lower (early) 
and upper (late) components with the former containing only Plaquemine ceramic types and the 
latter containing Plaquemine, LMV Mississippian, and Pensacola ceramic types (Weinstein and 
Dumas 2008:211).  The ceramic types identified in this distribution suggest that interaction 
occurred during Plaquemine culture occupation (A.D. 1200-1600), first with LMV Mississippian 
cultures, followed by interaction with Pensacola cultures; however, it is important to note that 
Weinstein and Dumas (2008:211) discovered that some Pensacola types were misclassified as 
LMV types.  A reassessment of distribution and frequency of the Sims Place (16SC2) site 
ceramic assemblage would prove enlightening.  Additionally, a number of other sites in coastal 
Louisiana contain similar assemblages to Sims Place (16SC2), but on a smaller scale (Weinstein 
and Dumas 2008). This suggests both interregional and intraregional interaction along the 
northern Gulf Coast. 
The Singing River site, located on the Pascagoula River two km north of the Mississippi 
Sound, also contains a mixed ceramic assemblage indicative of Late Woodland-Mississippian 
interaction (Blitz and Mann 2000).  This mulit-component site consists of one mound and an 
earth-shell midden, and probably served as a local civic-ceremonial center during Mississippian 
occupation (Blitz and Mann 2000).  Ceramics at the Singing River site indicate a minor late 
Woodland occupation during the Tates Hammock phase (A.D. 700-1200), long-term occupation 
by Pinola Phase (A.D. 1200-1350) populations, seasonal occupation by Mississippian 
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populations during the Singing River Phase (A.D. 1350-1550), and very minor usage during the 
Bear Point phase (A.D. 1550-1699) (Blitz and Mann 2000:53).  Ceramics associated with Pinola 
phase populations are of most interest to my discussion.  Pinola phase ceramics were primarily 
made with grog temper, shell temper, and a mix of shell-grog temper (Blitz and Mann 2000:55).  
Pinola phase pottery made with grog temper consists of late Coastal Coles Creek/early 
Plaquemine series type-varieties, and Weeden Island and Miller series pottery (Blitz and Mann 
2000:55).  Pinola phase pottery made with shell temper consists of Moundville series, Pensacola 
series, and Central Mississippi Valley series type-varieties (Blitz and Mann 2000:56).  Clearly 
interaction was occurring in multiple directions.  Blitz and Mann (2000:58) suggested that the 
Pinola phase ceramic complex represents regional Gulf traditions exposed to cultural innovations 
from interior Mississippian populations.  Further, the authors (Blitz and Mann 2000:58) proposed 
that the implementation of Mississippian innovation was produced by “Mississippianization” of 
coastal populations due to processes of interaction, such as exchange of salt and marriage 
alliances.   
Adjacent to coastal Louisiana, interaction inland and along the coast in the Mobile Bay 
region is evident in the ceramic assemblages with Pensacola pottery (Knight 1984).  Pensacola 
ceramic types represent a wide ceramic style area with variation indicative of distinct geographic 
locations; Mobile Bay Pensacola types are variants associated with inland Mississippian 
chiefdoms, such as Moundville, while the Pensacola types are associated with Mississippian 
cultures of west Florida (Fort Walton) (Knight 1984).  Knight (1984) stated that, in the Mobile 
Bay area, Pensacola ceramics with shell tempering, incising, and polishing indicate long-distance 
trade along the Gulf Coast, while representational life-form elements on Mobile Bay Pensacola 
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sherds indicate trade with inland Mississippian cultures. These two variations of Pensacola 
ceramic types also indicate interaction in multiple directions. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 
Contact between Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures along the northern 
Gulf Coast continues to intrigue archaeologists (e.g., Rees and Livingood 2007b).  Cultural 
interaction, both temporally and spatially, was occurring but the exact relationship among the 
above cultures remains undetermined.  Ceramic analysis can clarify these relationships during 
this dynamic period.  Type-variety analysis indicates that the spread of shell-tempered pottery 
represents a Mississippian influence, yet many questions about the extent and type of interaction 
responsible for this spread still remain.  Does the adoption of shell-tempered pottery represent 
the diffusion of the technique or direct culture contact? If shell tempering in coastal Louisiana is 
a result of actual, physical intrusion, then what was the nature and intensity of the contact?  Is the 
adoption of shell tempering related to other cultural changes or was it simply a ‘trait unit 
intrusion’ (Willey et al. 1955)?  Additional research is necessary to answer these important 
questions in order to understand the full nature of the interaction.  Research at the Toncrey site 
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CHAPTER 6 METHODS AND RESULTS 
 
Prior to this research, it was known that pottery from Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and 
Mississippian cultures was present at the Toncrey site.  The purpose of my investigations was to 
determine the time period and cultural affiliation of the mound group and beach midden at the 
Toncrey site, and to gather information on the relationship between what appears to be a Coles 
Creek/Plaquemine occupation with possible Mississippian period culture influence or intrusion 
in the area.  This investigation will help to clarify the role of Mississippian culture along the 
coast.  Research at the Toncrey site will enable archaeologists to better understand interregional 
and intraregional interaction along the Gulf Coast during the late prehistoric. 
 
FIELD METHODS 
Research at the Toncrey site was conducted over three short field seasons beginning in 
January 2011 and ending in April 2012.  Project goals at the Toncrey site included a controlled 
surface collection along the 500 meters of water-rolled shell midden along Bayou Robinson, 
limited excavation in one or more mounds using 1-x-2-meter units, coring all three mounds, and 
producing a topographic map of the site.  The purpose of the controlled surface collection was to 
determine the spatial distribution of the different pottery types, as well as to acquire diagnostic 
pottery to determine the extent of cultural interaction or influence, and to determine the 
parameters and concentration of the Mississippian component of the site.  The 1-x-2 m units 
would help determine whether or not the mounds were contemporaneous with the beach midden, 
where shell-tempered pottery has been recovered, or whether the mounds were earlier—dating to 
the Coles Creek period as suggested by the mound size and layout.  Thus, the artifacts uncovered 
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in the units were intended to confirm the cultural affiliation of the mound group and to determine 
their age; we also hoped to recover materials suitable for radiocarbon dating.  Further, excavation 
and coring of the mounds would allow us to compare stratigraphy of the three mounds, which 
might provide information on the cultural interplay at the site.  Mapping of the site using a total 
station was needed to provide an accurate topography of the site, as the Toncrey site had not 
been previously mapped.  This fieldwork is admittedly too limited to facilitate a complete 
understanding of the site; however, it is sufficient to provide basic cultural historical information 
and potentially, as noted above, to gain some understanding of interaction in the late prehistoric 
along the coast.  Erosion and wholesale site destruction are a real threat at the Toncrey site, so 
gaining even limited information at this time was imperative. 
 
Beach Midden Surface Collection 
A surface collection was conducted along the beach during the 2011 field seasons.  The 
shell beach is a dynamic environment consisting of wave-washed, size-sorted, redeposited shell 
(Figure 6.1); this made it difficult to determine whether intact midden lay underneath or to either 
side of the redeposited material.  Collection was conducted within 4 m units and covered all 
accessible shell beach, which was approximately 200 m long.  A 100-meter tape was placed in 
the center of the shell midden, and extended the length of the shell beach.  The tape was placed 
along the compass heading that provided the greatest coverage of the length of the shell beach; 
that is, without extending into the marsh or the canal.  The angle turned out to be almost due 
north/south.  The tape was the baseline for the division of the beach into a series of 4 m (N-S) 
collection units.  Flags were placed to denote unit boundaries.  Units extended both east and west 
of the baseline (Figure 6.2).
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Units were assigned a surface collection unit (SCU) number based on their distance from 
the 0-0 point of the baseline and were designated as east or west.  Figure 6.2 shows an example.  
Baselines north and south of the original 100 m collection started at 0-0 and were designated as 
SCU “x” (2), (3), and (4).  The east-west extent of each unit conformed to the extent of the shell 
beach and thus varied; this was measured during collection.  The midden on the southern side of 
the site was wide enough to allow for a four-meter unit on either side of the baseline, while units 
were smaller east-west as the beach narrowed further north.  Water level, due to both seasonal 
and daily tides, also created variation in unit size.  Size of collection area, then, was not the same 
across the grid.  Further, we assume that the sample is somewhat biased due to previous 
collection at the site.  We were most concerned with establishing whether or not there were 
differences in type frequencies from north to south along the midden, perhaps indicating 
Figure 6.1. Dynamic Shell Beach Midden at the Toncrey Site.  Photo facing approximately 
South.  Figure 6.1 shows the dynamic nature of the beach midden due to wave action and 
tides, the original 100 m baseline, and a crew member being rescued from Robinson Canal. 
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differences in activity areas along Robinson Canal through time.  This assumed, of course, that 
waves displaced sherds east-west, but not too much north-south.  Frequency of sherds is reported 
in the results section, but it should be kept in mind that the collection contains biases.
   GPS coordinates were recorded for the corner of each unit along the original 100 m 
baseline.  GPS coordinates were only taken for the start and end points of subsequent baselines, 
not for the parameters of each unit, due to accessibility of equipment.  The extent of the shell 
midden east into Robinson Canal and west into the plaza marsh was measured along the original 
100 m baseline, in order to map as much of the midden as possible.  Probing was conducted into 
the marsh at the time those units were collected, but not into Robinson canal, north and south of 
the original baseline due to the high spring tides.  Measurements were taken by probing into the 
canal or marsh with fiberglass rods.  When the probe no longer hit shell, the width was measured 
 0m    4m    8m             12m 
SCU 0 E 1/2 
SCU 0 W 1/2 SCU 4 W 1/2 SCU 8 W 1/2 
SCU 4 E 1/2 SCU 8 E 1/2 
Figure 6.2. Example of SCU Numbering. 
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and recorded.  This measurement indicates the dimensions of the shell midden.  A similar 
technique was used with great success to map shell middens below Atlantic coastal marshes 
(Saunders and Mann 2010).  
    Total collection of artifacts was conducted in each unit by two members of the crew 
for a minimum of 15 minutes.  These parameters were set to ensure sufficient collection.  
Representative samples of bone were also collected; modern bone was not collected.  In addition, 
due to the wide variability in the size of rangia and oyster shell, the largest and smallest oyster 
and the largest and smallest rangia were gathered to record the range.  Artifacts and shell from 
each unit were bagged; bags from each unit were assigned a field specimen number (FS).   
One unit, SCU 84 W 1/2, was further investigated to determine if in situ midden existed 
under the wave-washed midden.  A small 1-x-0.5-m trench was excavated in SCU 84 W 1/2 and 
was designated SCU 84 W 1/2 Shoveled.  Probing indicated that the midden appears to extend 
25 cm below surface (cmbs).  The top 10-15 cm of the midden was waved washed shell 
overburden.  The midden below this was characterized by small oyster/rangia hash, small bone, 
broken oyster, and whole rangia in a matrix of dark silty clay.  Unfortunately, rather than 
indicating undisturbed midden, this lower stratum of small debris probably resulted from size 
sorting.     
Artifacts were recovered from the small trench excavated in SCU 84 W 1/2.  Artifacts 
were collected simultaneously with each shovel scrape.  These results are discussed here due to 
their limited nature.  Paste analysis was not conducted on ceramics collected in this unit, but 
pottery types were identified.  Addis Plain, Baytown Plain, and Bell Plain represent the pottery 
types collected.  Other artifacts recovered include a small amount of bone and unworked, fired 
clay.  A summary of count and weight of all artifacts is provided in Table 6.1.  
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Table 6.1. SCU 84 W 1/2 Artifacts. 
Material Count Weight (g) 
BONE 9 23.8 
   Fish 4 6.5 
   Mammal 2 12.3 
   Reptile 1 2.2 
   Turtle 1 1.5 
   Unidentified 1 1.3 
OTHER CLAY 3 23.0 
   Unworked, Fired Clay 3 23.0 
POTTERY 87 617.2 
   Addis Plain 2 30.1 
   Baytown Plain 41 425.3 
   Bell Plain 4 34.6 
   Shell-Tempered Sherdlets 1 1.8 
   Grog-Tempered Sherdlets 39 125.4 
 
Excavation Methods 
One 1-x-2-m unit, Unit 1, was placed in Mound C with the length positioned due E-W. 
Unit 1 was excavated in 10 cm levels and standard information was recorded at each level: soil 
composition and color (based on observation), stratigraphy, features or areas, and inclusions.  
The datum was placed outside the SW corner of Unit 1 and levels were measured cmbs.  
Excavation was performed predominately with flat shovels.  Trowels were used to remove in-situ 
artifacts, excavate features, and clean profiles and floors.  Screening was conducted using 1/4 
inch screen.  This task was laborious as the sediment was very clayey.  A minor amount of clay 
was not completely screened in Levels 3-5, from 25-60 cmbs, due to the difficulty of getting the 
clay, which rolled up into dense balls, through the screen.  After pushing most of the clay 
through, clay balls approximately 1/2 inch were checked by hand and subsequently tossed.  Only 
five levels were dug before the water table was reached at 60 cmbs and excavation was curtailed.    
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One 1-x-2-m unit, Unit 2, unit was placed in Mound A with the length positioned due S-
N.  Unit 2 was excavated in 10 cm levels and standard information was recorded at each level: 
soil composition and color, stratigraphy, features or areas, and inclusions.  The datum was placed 
outside the SE corner of Unit 2. The datum was originally set at 5 cm above the ground surface, 
but was reset to ground surface because the string continued to slip out of place.  Opening 
surface levels and Level 1 were measured cmbd, while subsequent levels were measured cmbs.  
Six levels were dug in Unit 2.  The water table was not reached at the base of Level 6; however, 
time and weather conditions did not allow for excavation of additional levels.  A sondage was 
placed in the base of Level 6 in the NE corner of Unit 2.   The sondage was excavated to gather 
additional information on the stratigraphy of the mound.   Excavation was performed 
predominately with flat shovels.  Trowels were used to remove in-situ artifacts, excavate 
features, dig the sondage, and clean profiles and bases of each level.  Screening was conducted 
using 1/4 inch screen.  As in Unit 1, a minor amount of clay was not screened in Levels 4-6, 
from 32-62 cmbs; after pushing most of the clay through, clay balls approximately 1/2 inch were 
checked by hand and subsequently tossed. 
 
CORING 
One 1 1/2 inch diameter core was taken from Mound C and 2 cm diameter soil cores 
were probed in Mound B and Mound C.  Additionally, 1 1/2 inch cores were hard driven into 
Mounds A and B, but we were unable to extract them using our tripod-mounted coring-rig.  This 
data was collected to compare stratigraphy at the site.  The 2 cm diameter soil core in Mound C 
was probed during excavation of Unit 1 and is discussed in the excavation results.   
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A 1 1/2 inch core was removed from the approximate center of Mound C to an estimated 
depth of 74 cmbs.  The soil in the core was approximately 57 cm in length, indicating that the 
core was highly compressed (Figure 6.3).
The top 0-3 cm, which represents the current ground surface, was a very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) mixture of humus and duff with some shell fragments.  The core was gray 
(10YR 5/1) silty clay from 3-18 cm and slightly lighter gray (10YR 6/1) silty clay, which 
became increasingly mottled with depth, from 18-38 cm.  From 38-51 cm, light brownish gray 
(10YR 6/2) silty clay was present with some evidence of basket loading.  A small charcoal chunk 
was present from 51-53 cm.  This was removed for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 
radiocarbon analysis and was identified as Salix (willow).  The presence of willow indicates a 
freshwater environment.  If the willow was burned at the Toncrey site, then this suggests that the 
site was located further from the coast than it is today.  The charcoal sample yielded a 
conventional age of 595 ± 20 B.P. (PRI-12-098-1 2012).  See Table 6.2 for calibrated dates.  
This date is quite different from a date based on mound sediment taken during the excavation of 
Mound C.  
A bulk carbon sample was taken from Zone C during the excavation of Mound C.  One 
radiocarbon date was acquired from organic sediment in the soil removed from 49-52 cmbs.  
Figure 6.3. 1 1/2 inch Core, Mound C. 
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This sample yielded a conventional radiocarbon age of 1390 ± 30 B.P. (Beta-299612 2011).  See 
Table 6.2 for calibrated dates.  The sediment sample probably incorporated organics deposited 
earlier than the first human occupation of the site.  The more recent date acquired from the 
charcoal in the 1 1/2 inch core better conforms to what is known about delta development in the 
area and this date suggests a Plaquemine cultural construction of Mound C.  
Table 6.2. Summary of Radiocarbon Dates from Mound C. 
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The charcoal was at the transition between silty clay to a silt loam in the 1 1/2 inch core.  
From 53-56 cm the soil was light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/3) silt loam.  The very bottom of the 
core, 56-57 cm, was pale yellow (2.5Y 7/3) silt loam, which was siltier than the soil from 53-56 
cm.  This soil was quite different from the soils found in Unit 1, Unit 2, and the 2 cm soil cores 
from Mounds B and C.  The soil in the 1 1/2 inch core may represent a natural or cultural feature.  
 A 2 cm diameter soil core was taken in Mound B during April 2012, to acquire 
information on the stratigraphy of the mound.  The stratigraphy of Mound B was similar to that 
of Mound A (see below). The soil core was 119 cm in length.  From 0-3 cm the soil consisted of 
loosely consolidated, brown (10YR 4/3) silty clay. The soil from 3-29 cm was similar in color 
and composition to 0-3 cm, but more consolidated.  The soil was mottled dark grayish brown 
(10YR 4/2) and brown clay (10YR 4/3) with ferruginous concretions from 29-44 cm.  From 44-
65 cm the soil was dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay.  From 65-84 cm the soil was dark gray 
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(10YR 4/1) clay with ferruginous staining.  The bottom of 65-84 cm probably represents the base 
of Mound B on the original ground surface.  From 84-119 cm the soil was mottled dark gray 
(10YR 4/1) and darky grayish brown (10YR 4/2) Pleistocene terrace clay.  There was no 
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Figure 6.4. Topographic Map of the Toncrey Site. 
(from Mann 2009: Figure 16). 
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The entire site was mapped using a Topcon GTS-229 Total Station (Mann 2009; 
Saunders and Mann 2010).  A topographic map was produced and shows the site layout (Figure 
6.4): three mounds placed in the cardinal directions around a central plaza.  A possible fourth 
mound, located on the eastern edge of the plaza, was suggested by previous investigators (Jones 
2001; Saunders and Mann 2010); however, topography shows no clear evidence of a fourth 
mound.   
 
ARTIFACT ANALYSIS METHODS 
Artifacts recovered were overwhelmingly pottery, with some bone and very few lithics.  
Bones and lithics were identified by class or type, counted, and weighed, and additional details 
were noted in the comments column on the analysis form.  The pottery analysis was more in 
depth.  The purpose of the pottery analysis was to determine cultural affiliation, occupational 
sequence, and to indicate the extent to which some kind of cultural interaction was occurring at 
the Toncrey site.  The standard Lower Mississippi River Valley type-variety system was used to 
identify the pottery.  Type and variety hold both spatial and temporal implications.  Individual 
pottery types and varieties generally have known distributions, both geographically and 
chronologically; therefore, type and variety are indicative of cultural interaction or change in the 
prehistoric Southeast.   
Approximately 2,876 sherds were collected and analyzed.  In addition to ascribing type 
and variety, or as an aid to identifying them, an attribute analysis was conducted for all sherds 
larger than two cm (n = 1,081).  Sherdlets (n = 1,795), sherds smaller than two cm in either 
length or height, were first divided by into rim or body sherds, and then assigned to a temper and 
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surface decoration category: plain grog, decorated grog, plain shell, or decorated shell.  Count 
and total weight were recorded for each sherdlet category.   
Sherds larger than two cm were analyzed in greater detail.  Recorded technological 
attributes include: temper, surface treatment (burnishing), and, where possible, aspects of vessel 
form and function.  Temper was divided into five categories: platy (lamellar) shell, blocky shell, 
fine shell, grog, and sand.  A sixth category, other, was used to denote additional paste inclusions 
including organics, charcoal, ferruginous clay particles, sponge spicules, and other odd 
inclusions.  Particle size was recorded in millimeters and frequency was estimated following 
Rice (1987:349).  Surface treatment was recorded for the exterior and interior of each vessel and 
described as smoothed, hard-tooled, or burnished.  Vessel form was determined when possible 
using rim form, rim depth, and vessel diameter as defining factors.  Exterior surface, interior 
surface, and core colors were recorded using a Munsell chart to gather information on firing 
processes.  Additional measurements taken include sherd thickness (mm), weight (g), and groove 
width (mm).  Supplementary miscellaneous characteristics were noted in the comments.  
Type-variety analysis was conducted using the standard LMRV type-variety system 
(Brown 1997; Philips 1970; Weinstein 2000), as well as types and varieties associated with the 
northern Gulf Coast, Bottle Creek, and Moundville (Blitz and Mann 2000; Williams and Brain 
1983).  Fuller (1996) was the primary source used to identify shell-tempered pottery.  His (Fuller 
1996) updated, comprehensive guide for classification of shell-tempered pottery from sites in the 
Pensacola culture area uses more specific shell characteristics than other sources (e.g., Philips 
1970).  These characteristics were helpful in distinguishing between Plaquemine, Pensacola, and 
other Mississippian shell-tempered types and varieties.  Fuller (1996) was supplemented by other 
sources (Blitz and Mann 2000; Brown 1997; Philips 1970; Weinstein 2000; Williams and Brain 
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1983) when necessary.  Following guidelines suggested by Brown (1997) and Fuller (1996), 
each possible choice was examined before settling on a type and/or variety.  Type was assigned 
to sherds that fit within the broader framework of the decorative motif of an established variety, 
while variety was only assigned when all attributes matched the type collection descriptions.  
Sherds that did not resemble an established type or had ‘equivocal alternatives’ (Fuller 1996) 
were assigned an Unidentified (UID) type based on decorative styles, such as punctations or 
curvilinear incisions.  A complete pottery catalogue is provided in Appendix A. 
On the basis of previous collections (Jones 2001; and those of the Toncreys’) a majority 
of the pottery was expected to be the Coles Creek and Plaquemine equivalents of Baytown Plain.  
A small component was expected to be grog-tempered, decorated Coles Creek and Plaquemine 
types, with some shell-tempered pottery present, some of which could be Plaquemine.  The 
results of the most recent field seasons at the Toncrey site are presented in this section, but in-




Unit 1, slightly west of the center of Mound C, was excavated in April 2011.  In order to 
move quickly through recent humus and duff, Unit 1, Level 1 was excavated to 10 cm below the 
lowest corner, the NE, making the base of the level 15 cmbs.  The soil composition (Zone A) 
was fairly homogenous, dark brown, loamy, silty clay.  Features were minimal, with one small 
concentration of oyster shell in the north central portion of the unit.  The shell was not collected 
and the feature was not mapped because artifacts found in Level 1 were primarily historic and 
included nails, cut wire, spikes, shotgun shells, a pistol cartridge, clear bottle glass, lead net 
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weights, asphalt shingle, and a refined earthenware plate.  Prehistoric material was limited to one 
identifiable sherd, Baytown Plain var. Unspecified, and six grog-tempered, undecorated 
sherdlets.  Together, the entire pottery assemblage weighed a total of 15.0 g.  No photos were 
taken and no maps were drawn for this level. 
Soil composition and color transitioned from Zone A to Zone B in Level 2 (15-25 cmbs).  
Level 2 started as a continuation of the dark brown, loamy, silty clay that was called Zone A in 
Level 1.  With depth, the western side of the unit became lighter brown in color and less clayey 
as the level progressed, while the center and eastern portions of the unit became more clayey and 
grayer in color.  Soil in the last 3 or 4 cm of Level 2 was very clayey and consisted of light gray 
and dark gray mottled clay.  The shell concentration from Level 1 was reduced to scattered shell 
flecking at the top of Level 2 and disappeared as Level 2 progressed.  Evidence of basket loading 
began to appear at the base of Level 2 and a deposit of distinctly orange Pleistocene terrace clay 
was present in the western side of the unit.  Minor amounts of charcoal flecking and evidence of 
cicada burrows were present in the center portion of the base of Level 2.  The base of Level 2 
was mapped and photographed to record the differences in soil composition.  The SE corner, 
where the refined earthenware plate was previously removed, was pedestaled and screened 
separately.  This pedestaled area produced no distinct differences, so it was not examined in 
subsequent levels. 
Artifacts uncovered in Unit 1, Level 2 were both historic and prehistoric.  Historic 
artifacts drastically reduced in abundance compared to Level 1; however, the general Zone B 
matrix continued to produce iron and glass, and the pedestaled SE corner yielded a single piece 
of glass.  Prehistoric ceramics increased in abundance in Level 2; 22 sherds and 99 sherdlets 
weighing 172.4 g were removed.  All ceramics, except two undecorated, grog-tempered sherdlets 
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(4.6 g) were uncovered in the general Zone B matrix.  Addis Plain var. Unspecified, Baytown 
Plain var. Unspecified, Guillory Plain var. Unspecified, and Mound Place Incised var. 
Unspecified represent the identifiable types recovered.  Two unidentifiable sherds with 
curvilinear incisions were also recovered.  A summary of count and weight of pottery is provided 
in Table 6.3. 
Soil composition and color in Level 3 (25-35 cmbs) was similar to Level 2.  Level 3 
started as a light gray and dark gray mottled clay, but transitioned to a denser clay, albeit similar 
in color, as the level progressed.  A majority of soil was Pleistocene terrace clay at the base of 
Level 3, but slightly more gray in color along the eastern edge of the unit.  The western side of 
the unit remained lighter brown in color and less clayey, but graded to a grayer, gumbo clay with 
depth.  No features were identified in Level 3.  No photos were taken, and no maps were drawn 
for this level.  Artifacts found in Unit 1, Level 3 were all prehistoric.  Artifact frequency 
significantly decreased in Level 3; Level 3 produced one piece of unworked, fired clay (3.4 g), 
and two undecorated, grog-tempered sherdlets (6.8 g). 
 Unit 1, Level 4 (35-49 cmbs) contained the Zone B-Zone C interface.  The top portion of 
Level 4 (Zone B) was Pleistocene terrace clay, but was more gray and homogenous than the 
Pleistocene terrace clay in Level 3.  This top portion, Zone B, contrasted sharply with Zone C, a 
dark brownish gray to dark gray clay, which first appeared in the eastern end of the unit.  Level 4 
was excavated to the top of Zone C, which varied from 42-49 cmbs; the top of Zone C was 
reached at 42 cmbs in the NE corner, 45 cmbs in the SE, 48 cmbs in the SW, and 49 cmbs in the 
NW corner.  Some mottling with lighter clays and charcoal flecking was visible throughout the 
Zone B-Zone C interface.  The base of Level 4 was mapped and photographed.    
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The base of Level 4 contained four distinct deposits:  Zone C, Area 1, Feature 1, and 
Feature 2.  Zone C at the base of Level 4 is best described as dark brownish clay mottled with 
beige clay, which becomes increasingly gray towards the east with no distinct boundary.  Zone C 
was dark gray with some tan mottling at the east wall.  Zone C may have been a living floor —
this zone had pronounced charcoal flecking and burned clay or sherdlets with one concentration 
of small fragile sherds.  Rare bone was visible and included one relatively large, very fragile 
piece and a second possible small fragment of bone.  Area 1, located along the western edge of 
the unit, was defined as mottled medium tan and gray, fine sand clay.  There were markedly 
fewer inclusions in Area 1 than in Zone C and Area 1 soils were more homogenous than Zone B.  
Feature 1, a well-defined circular area, and Feature 2, a well-defined sub-circular area, represent 
possible post holes related to a historic structure.  Both features were yellowish clay mottled with 
gray clays and minimal flecks of hardened clay. 
As noted previously, a bulk carbon sample was taken from Zone C, from 49-52 cmbs.  
One radiocarbon date was acquired from organic sediment in the soil.  This sample yielded a 
conventional radiocarbon age of 1390 ± 30 B.P. (Beta-299612 2011).  See Table 6.2 for 
calibrated dates and comparison of age acquired from the 1 1/2 inch core.  Unfortunately, this 
date is problematic based on our knowledge of delta development.  The Plaquemines Delta had 
just started to form considerably north of the Toncrey site around 1000 B.P. (Saucier 1994), so it 
is questionable whether the landform where the Toncrey site is located existed at the time of this 
radiocarbon date.  It is more likely that older sediments were mixed with occupational sediments 
and produced a spurious date.   
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Artifact frequency remained low in Level 4.  Level 4 produced minor amounts of bone, 
white clay lumps, which were discarded, 13 pieces of orange, hardened clay (4.1 g), and two 
grog-tempered sherdlets (6.0 g), one of which was decorated with a single incision.  
Given how time consuming it was to screen the mound fill, at this point in the excavation 
we wanted to know how deep the base of the mound was so that we could adjust excavation 
methodology accordingly.  A 2 cm diameter soil core was probed south of the NE corner at the 
base of Level 4.  This soil core was 74 cm in length.  The core indicated that Zone C bottomed 
out at 6 cm in the soil core, and was followed by redeposited Pleistocene terrace from 6-20 cm.  
The next stratum, from 20-34 cm, was tan clay, and the lowest stratum, from 38-74 cm, was 
apparently in situ unoxidized Pleistocene terrace clay, which was gray with orange flecking.  
This indicates a mound base at ca. 78 cmbs.  The base of this core is similar to that of Mound B, 
suggesting that the stratum of silty sediment in the 1 1/2 inch core at this depth could represent a 
feature of some sort below the center of the mound.  
Informed by the soil core sample, Unit 1, Level 5 (49-60 cmbs) was excavated and 
screened based on natural (or, in this case, cultural) levels as opposed to arbitrary levels in order 
to speed things up.  As in Level 4, Zone C was fairly homogenous clay with charcoal flecking, 
sherdlets, and hardened clay present.  Area 1 also continued from Level 4 along the western edge 
of the unit as a deposit of mottled light tan and gray clay with noticeably fewer inclusions than 
Zone C.  The bone and possible bone from the base of Level 4 were removed as part of Level 5, 
Zone C.  Features 1 and 2, the possible historic post holes, were pedestaled and bisected 
separately from the rest of Zone C.  Both features disappeared by the base of Zone C.  Zone D 
was dark gray clay with charcoal flecking and was reached towards the base of Level 5.  
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Excavations did not proceed beyond the base of Level 5 due to standing water.  The floor of 
Level 5 became saturated with water and the clay extremely difficult to screen. 
 
Table 6.3. Unit 1, Mound C Pottery by Count and Weight. 
Wt.= weight in grams. 
 
	   Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Total 
Type-Variety Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. 
Addis Plain var. 
Unspecified 
  2 18.7     2 8.2 4 26.9 
Baytown Plain var. 
Unspecified 
1 6.0 15 136.1     2 10.9 18 153.0 
Coles Creek Incised var. 
Unspecified 
        1 9.4 1 9.4 
Guillory Plain var. 
Unspecified 
  2 11.3       2 11.3 
Maddox Engraved var. 
Unspecified 
        1 3.2 1 3.2 
Mound Place Incised var. 
Unspecified 
  1 13.7       1 13.7 
Unidentified   2 12.2       2 12.2 
Grog-Tempered Sherdlets 6 9.0 98 171.7 2 10.4 2 6.0 16 43.0 124 240.1 
Shell-Tempered Sherdlets   1 0.7       1 0.7 
Total 7 15.0 121 364.4 2 10.4 2 6.0 22 74.7 154 470.5 
 
All artifacts in Unit 1, Level 5 were prehistoric and were removed from Zone C.  Artifact 
density significantly increased from Levels 3 and 4; Level 5 yielded minor amounts of bone, 18 
pieces of orange, unworked fired clay (30.1 g), six identifiable sherds, and 14 undecorated, grog-
tempered sherdlets (36.0 g).  Addis Plain var. Unspecified, Baytown Plain var. Unspecified, 
Coles Creek Incised var. Unspecified, and Maddox Engraved var. Unspecified represent the 
identifiable types recovered.  A summary of count and weight of pottery is provided in Table 6.3.
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The south wall profile of Unit 1 was mapped and provides a summary of the stratigraphy 
of this unit (Figure 6.5).  Overburden was yellow, silty clay with evidence of bioturbation.  Zone 
A was medium to dark gray, loamy silty clay with root mat in the first two cm of the zone.  
Inclusions in Zone A consisted of some charcoal flecking, scattered and heavily eroded oyster 
shell, rare burned clay, a festive modern plate brim (Mapped Specimen # 1, Figure 6.5), and a 
nail (Mapped Specimen #2, Figure 6.5).  Zone B was medium brownish gray, fine sandy clay, 
lightly mottled with beige clay.  Inclusions in Zone B consisted of rootlets.  Zone C was the same 
O, yellow silty clay with evidence 
of bioturbation  
 
A, medium to dark gray, loamy 
silty clay with charcoal flecking, 
scattered and heavily eroded 
oyster shell (S), rare burned clay, 
a festive plate brim (MS # 1), a 
nail (MS #2), root mat in the first 
2 cm 
 
B, medium brownish gray, fine 
sandy clay, lightly mottled with 
beige clay with rootlets 
C, medium brownish gray clay 
with some ferruginous 
concretions in the west end 
 
D, dark gray clay with charcoal 
flecking 
 
E, light grayish brown 
 
1, very plastic, dark and light 
gray clay with ferruginous 
concretions  
2, medium brownish gray clay 
with burned clay and one, very 
eroded, rangia shell 
 
3, dark gray clay 
 
4, light gray clay with ferruginous 
concretions 
 
£S, oyster shell 
 
W, medium gray, unoxidized 
Pleistocene terrace clay with 
ferruginous stains and 
concretions 
Figure 6.5. South Wall Profile, Unit 1, Mound C. 
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color as Zone B, but was clay with some ferruginous concretions in the west end.  Zone D was 
dark gray clay with charcoal flecking. Other inclusions were apparent in plan, but did not show 
up in profile.  Zone E was light grayish brown clay with no visible inclusions.  
  Basket loading was evident in the eastern portion of the south wall profile.  Basket load 
#1 was very plastic, dark and light gray clay with ferruginous concretions.  Basket load #2 was 
medium brownish gray clay.  Inclusions consisted of burned clay and one, very eroded, rangia 
shell.  Basket load #3 was similar to Basket load #1, but with more dark gray clay.  Basket load 
#4 was light gray clay with ferruginous concretions.  A single occurrence of basket loading 
appeared in the western portion of the south wall profile.  The west basket load (W, Figure 6.5) 
was medium gray, unoxidized Pleistocene terrace clay with ferruginous stains and concretions.  
 
Mound A 
Unit 2 was excavated into Mound A during April 2012.  Unit 2, Level 1 (5-17 cmbd), 
was excavated as a single level 10 cm deep from the lowest corner, 7 cmbd.  The first 1-2 cm of 
Level 1 consisted of minor amounts of root mat intermixed with a dark brown (10YR 3/3), silty 
loam.   This material, designated Zone A, became dark brown (10YR 3/3), silty clay as the level 
progressed.  Artifacts recovered were minimal and included one piece of iron, two Littoraria 
(periwinkle) shells, 14 (16.4 g) undecorated, grog-tempered sherdlets, one turtle bone fragment, 
one mammal tooth, one shell flake, and one cinder.  Unit 2 did not produce the large amount of 
historic material found in Mound C, Unit 1. 
Zone A continued down into Level 2 (12-22 cmbs).  Soil composition became more 
clayey deeper in the level.  Inclusions consisted of clay flecking, ferruginous concretions, and 
charcoal flecking. Variation in soil texture and degree of compaction was visible across the unit, 
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probably indicating basket loading.  Level 2 was removed as a single provenience; however, a 
heavily root disturbed, very eroded mammal bone was pedestaled in order to continue exposure 
in the next level.  The mammal bone, approximately 26-x-4 cm in size, was uncovered 
approximately 55 cm from the south wall.  A rough sketch of size and location of the mammal 
bone was made.   
Artifact density increased relative to Level 1.  Level 2 yielded three pieces of brick or 
daub, two pieces of burned wood/charcoal, six cinders, one piece of clear glass, 11 mammal 
bone fragments, three identifiable prehistoric pottery sherds, and 68 (70.0 g) undecorated and 
two (3.6 g) decorated, grog-tempered sherdlets.  Baytown Plain var. Unspecified and Leland 
Incised var. Unspecified represent the identifiable pottery types recovered.  A summary of count 
and weight of pottery is provided in Table 6.4.  No photos were taken and no maps were drawn 
for this level. 
Soil composition transitioned from Zone A to Zone B in Level 3 (22-32 cmbs).  Zone B, 
very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay with charcoal and clay flecking, was present 
throughout the majority of Level 3.  Variation in soil texture and degree of compaction was 
visible, indicating basket loading.  Three areas of Level 2 were pedestaled and troweled 
separately.  The mammal bone, which first appeared in Level 2, was removed and collected.  A 
second mammal bone appeared NW of the first bone toward the base of Level 3.  This area was 
pedestaled and the bone removed for collection.  A third possible bone, located in the south third 
of the unit and close to the west wall, was pedestaled and removed.  This object was identified as 
a root and discarded.  The base of Level 3 was lightly troweled to expose possible difference in 
soil color and composition between the northern and southern portions of the unit; however, no 
concrete differences could be observed.  There was some variation in soil compaction and color, 
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possibly due to root disturbance in the SE corner.  The base of Level 3 was photographed and a 
rough sketch was made.   
 
Table 6.4. Unit 2, Mound A Pottery by Count and Weight. 
Wt.= weight in grams 
 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Total 




















      2 2.4 1 1.3 4 3.6 7 7.3 
Total 14 16.4 73 127.7 62 125.4 27 102.7 7 6.5 16 30.5 199 409.2 
 
Artifact density continued to increase in Level 3.  Artifacts recovered include two 
extremely eroded oyster shells, seven shell flakes, six bone fragments, two pieces of 
charcoal/burned wood, one chert lithic flake, eight unidentifiable concretions, three pieces of 
unworked, fired clay, 50 (52.1 g) undecorated and five (9.8 g) decorated grog-tempered 
sherdlets, and six identifiable pottery sherds.  Baytown Plain var. Unspecified and Anna Incised 
var. Unspecified represent the identifiable pottery types recovered.  A summary of count and 
weight of pottery is provided in Table 6.4. 
Zone B graded to Zone C in Level 4 (32-42 cmbs).  Zone C, heavily mottled dark grayish 
brown (10YR 4/2) and brown (10YR 5/3) compact, dense clay, was browner in color than Zone 
B.  Inclusions in Zone C consisted of minor amounts of charcoal and clay flecking, and 
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ferruginous concretions.  Variation in soil texture and degree of compaction was visible; 
unconsolidated pockets of clay indicate basket loading.  Level 4 was excavated as a single 
provenience.   
The base of Level 4 was troweled, photographed, and mapped.  The Level 4 floor had 
three distinct soil deposits: Zone C, Area 1, and Area 2.  All three proveniences consisted of the 
same soil texture, compact clay with charcoal and clay flecking, and ferruginous concretions, but 
differed in soil color.  At the base of the level, Zone C was heavily mottled dark grayish brown 
(10YR 4/2) and brown (10YR 5/3) clay, covering a significant portion the base of Level 4.  Area 
1, a heavily mottled, very dark brown (10YR 2/2) and dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay, 
appeared along the center NW wall.  Area 2, dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay, was confined 
to the NW corner of the unit.  
Artifact density slightly decreased in Level 4 compared to the density in Level 3.  
Artifacts recovered include one shell flake, one piece of charcoal/burned wood, two 
unidentifiable concretions, 17 (32.4 g) undecorated and three (12.5 g) decorated, grog-tempered 
sherdlets, two (2.4 g) undecorated, shell-tempered sherdlets, and five identifiable pottery sherds.  
All five sherds were Baytown Plain var. Unspecified.  A summary of count and weight of pottery 
is provided in Table 6.4. 
Zone C, Area 1, and Area 2 continued into Level 5 (42-52 cmbs).  Soil composition and 
color remained similar to those described in Level 4.  Area 1 and 2 were pedestaled, and 
removed and screened separately from Zone C from 42-49 cmbs.  At this point it was clear that 
Area 1 and 2 represented basket loading, so they were excavated and screened with Zone C from 
49-52 cmbs.  Basket loading represents the only variation in soil composition and color at the 
base of Level 5.  This variation was not mapped or photographed.   
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Artifact density continued to decrease in Level 5.  Area 1 yielded four (2.4 g) 
undecorated, grog-tempered sherdlets.  Zone C yielded two (2.8 g) undecorated and one (1.3 g) 
decorated, grog-tempered sherdlets.  No ceramics larger than sherdlets were recovered in Level 
5.  Minor amounts of very eroded shell was present, but was not collected. 
Level 6 (52-62 cmbs) was the last full level excavated.  Soil composition and color 
changed slightly, but still was designated as Zone C.  Zone C in Level 6 was heavily mottled 
very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2), dark brown (10YR 3/3), and dark grayish brown (10YR 
4/2) clay.  Inclusions consisted of charcoal lumps, charcoal and clay flecking, and ferruginous 
concretions.  Area 1 was still vaguely darker than Zone C, but Level 6 was excavated and 
screened as a single provenience.  The soil became gummy toward the base of the level and 
basket loading represents the only variation in soil composition and color.  The base of Level 6 
was photographed, but not mapped.   
Artifact density in Level 6 remained low, but increased relative to Level 5.  
Unrecoverable artifacts included one bone fragment and a small number of highly oxidized, 
saturated pottery sherds.  Artifacts recovered include nine (12.9 g) undecorated and one (2.1 g) 
decorated grog-tempered sherdlets, four (3.6 g) undecorated shell-tempered sherdlets, and two 
identifiable sherds.  Baytown Plain var. Unspecified was the only identifiable pottery type 
recovered.  A summary of count and weight of pottery is provided in Table 6.4.  
The south and west walls of Unit 2 were mapped at the base of Level 6 and provide a 
summary of the stratigraphy of Mound A, Unit 2. Figures 6.6 shows the stratigraphy of the south 
wall.  Zone A, silty loam with a lot of roots, was dried by the sun to varying degrees on both 
walls and appeared brown (10YR 4/3) on the west wall and dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) on 
the south wall.  Zone B, very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay with some roots, was 
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similar in both the west and south walls.  Zone C was slightly different in the west and south 
walls; Zone C in the west wall was dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) and very dark grayish brown 
(10YR 3/2) mottled clay with clay flecking and ferruginous concretions, while Zone C in the 
south wall was dark gray (10YR 4/1) and very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) mottled wet clay 
with no inclusions.  Basket loading was visible in both profiles.  A’, dark grayish brown (10YR 
4/2) clay, B’, very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay, and C’, heavy dark grayish brown 
(10YR 4/2) clay with gray (2.5Y 4/1) inclusions, represent the basket loading episodes visible in 
the west wall.  A’’, very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay, represents an episode in the 
south wall.
A, dark yellowish brown 
(10YR 4/4) silty loam with 
roots 
 
B, very dark grayish brown 
(10YR 3/2) silty clay with 
some roots  
C, mottled dark gray (10YR 
4/1) and very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) wet clay 
with no inclusions 
A’’, very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay 
 
Figure 6.6. South Wall Profile, Unit 2, Mound A. 
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A sondage was excavated from 62-104 cmbs at the base of Level 6 in the NE corner of 
Unit 2 to gather information concerning the original ground surface.  Zone C continued into the 
first 6 cm of the sondage and then transitioned to Zone D, a dense, dark grayish brown (10YR 
4/2) silty clay mottled with brown (10YR 5/3) clay.  Zone D continued to the base of the sondage 
(104 cmbs).  Zone D was very compact compared to the upper levels of Unit 2 and inclusions 
were minimal; scattered ferruginous concretions were present.  No artifacts were found.  
Presumably, Zone D represents the Pleistocene terrace and the base of Mound A.  Zone C, then 
may represent the initial activities prior to mound construction.  
 
SURFACE COLLECTION RESULTS 
As noted above, during the January 2011 and April 2011 field seasons, a surface 
collection was conducted over a 200-m length of the shell beach.  This collection yielded 1056 
pottery sherds weighing a total of 14,508.7 g.  Addis Plain, Baytown Plain, Bell Plain, Graveline 
Plain, Guillory Plain, and Mississippi Plain represent the undecorated pottery types collected.   
Anna Incised, Avoyelles Punctated, Coleman Incised, Coles Creek Incised, D’Olive Incised, 
Evansville Punctated, French Fork Incised, L’Eau Noire Incised, Leland Incised, Maddox 
Engraved, Mazique Incised, Mound Place Incised, Moundville Incised, Owens Punctated, and 
Winterville Incised represent the decorated pottery types collected.  Twenty-four unidentified 
sherds were also collected.  A summary of count and weight of pottery is provided in Table 6.5. 
Other non-modern artifacts collected include various amounts of bone, lithics, and unworked, 
fired clay, which are summarized in Table 6.6. 
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Table 6.5. Beach Surface Collection Pottery by Count and Weight. 
Type Variety Count Weight (g) 
Addis Plain  var. Unspecified 29 364.5 
Anna Incised var. Unspecified 1 13.6 
Avoyelles Punctated var. Avoyelles 1 32.6 
 
var. Unspecified 1 10.2 
Baytown Plain  var. Unspecified 915 12794.4 
Bell Plain var. Greenville 5 65.5 
 
var. Unspecified 7 53.2 
Coleman Incised var. Bass 1 9.0 
 
var. Unspecified 1 16.7 
Coles Creek Incised var. Coles Creek 4 55.2 
 
var. Hardy 1 5.1 
 
var. Unspecified 10 102.1 
D'Olive Incised var. Shell Banks 1 10.7 
 
var. Unspecified 1 17.0 
Evansville Punctated var. Rhinehart 1 5.0 
French Fork Incised var. Iberville 1 8.9 
 
var. Unspecified 6 98.1 
Graveline Plain var. Aiken 2 19.3 
 
var. Unspecified 4 54.5 
Guillory Plain var. Briar Lake 1 38.4 
 
var. Unspecified 16 154.7 
L'Eau Noire Incised var. L'eau Noire 1 11.2 
 
var. Unspecified 1 5.8 
Leland Incised var. Unspecified 3 50.3 
Maddox Engraved var. Silver City 1 11.3 
Mazique Incised var. Kings Point 1 8.1 
 
var. Manchac 1 38.1 
Mississippi Plain var. Unspecified 6 58.0 
Mound Place Incised var. McMillan 1 12.4 
 
var. Unspecified 3 49.3 
Moundville Incised var. Unspecified 1 6.4 
Owens Punctated var.  Poor Joe 1 5.5 




Grog-Tempered Sherdlets 746 2232.9 
Shell Tempered Sherdlets  56 157.81 
Total  1858 16899.41 
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Table 6.6. Beach Surface Collection - Prehistoric Artifacts Other than Pottery. 





Fish 142 274.1 
 
Mammal 68 512.5 
 
Marine Mammal 1 5.9 
 
Reptile 6 11.7 
 
Turtle 19 37.8 
 





Fired Clay (unworked) 8 35.3 
 





Quartzite 1 1.1 
 
Sandstone 3 57.7 
 
Unidentified Stone 2 62.4 
 
Distribution of pottery on the shell beach midden is shown in Figure 6.7.  East and West 
1/2 SCU’s were combined, grouped into 20 m intervals starting at the southern most SCU, and 
then pottery type-varieties were grouped by cultural affiliation: Caddo, Coles Creek, Plaquemine, 
and Mississippian.  Only identifiable types were used in this assessment because unidentified 
sherds could not be assigned a cultural affiliation.  Further, Baytown Plain was not included in 
this assessment because Coles Creek and Plaquemine type-varieties of Baytown Plain could not 
be reliably sorted.  This distribution assessment is admittedly biased; however, it sufficient to 
grasp a limited understanding of activity along the shell beach midden.  Excluding the single 
Caddo sherd, pottery from each culture was distributed throughout the shell beach midden; 
relatively frequency did not change significantly.  The lack of any distinct cultural distribution 
and the results from SCU 84 W 1/2 Shoveled suggest that the activity areas did not change 
through time.
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Opportunistic surface collections were conducted on Mound A and Mound B during 
January 2011.  Sherds were collected from the north side of Mound A and the NW side of 
Mound B because these portions of the mounds are actively eroding into an abandoned canal and 
receive some heavy wave action from large boat traffic on Bayou Robinson.  Collection of 
Mound A produced Addis Plain var. Unspecified, Avoyelles Punctated var. Unspecified, 
Baytown Plain var. Unspecified, Coleman Incised var. Bass, Guillory Plain var. Unspecified, 
Mazique Incised var. Kings Point, and Mound Place Incised var. Mound Place.  Further, two 
unidentified sherds were collected: one incised and punctated sherd, and one punctated sherd.  
Not enough decoration was present to type these two sherds.  Collection of Mound B produced 
five Baytown Plain var. Unspecified pottery sherds.  A summary of count and weight of pottery 
is provided in Table 6.7. 
Figure 6.7. Distribution of SCU Pottery Type-Varieties by Culture. 
CA=Caddo, CC=Coles Creek, MS=Mississippian, P=Plaquemine 
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Table 6.7. Mound A and B Opportunistic Surface Collection Pottery. 





Addis Plain var. Unspecified 1 10.6 
 
Avoyelles Punctated var. Unspecified 1 15.9 
 
Baytown Plain var. Unspecified 17 278.5 
 
Coleman Incised var. Bass 1 24.0 
 
Cool Branch Incised var. Unspecified 1 9.9 
 
Guillory Plain var. Unspecified 3 121.0 
 
Mazique Incised var. Kings Point 1 6.2 
 
Mound Place Incised var. Mound Place 1 7.0 
 
Unidentifiable 1 7.3 
 
Grog-Tempered Sherdlets 33 114.1 
 





Baytown Plain var. Unspecified 5 61.1 
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
 
Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures were contemporaneous during the 
Late Woodland and Early Mississippi periods in Louisiana, but the details of their relationship 
are vague.  Archaeological research at the Toncrey site was conducted to determine the cultural 
affiliation of the mound group and beach midden, and to gather information on the relationship 
between what appears to be a Coles Creek/Plaquemine occupation with possible Mississippian 
period culture influence or intrusion in the area.  This investigation provides archaeologists more 
data to compare prehistoric coastal Louisiana and inland regions, and helps to clarify the role of 
Mississippian culture along the coast.  Research at the Toncrey site contributes to our current 
understanding of the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods in the Southeast and Louisiana, and 
will enable archaeologists to better understand interregional and intraregional interaction along 
the Gulf Coast during the late prehistoric.  Results of the 2011-2012 field seasons at the Toncrey 
site and their implications are discussed below. 
 
RESULT: EXPECTED VS. ACTUAL 
Artifact Type 
Archaeological research at the Toncrey site was expected to produce significant amounts 
of pottery, with some bone and lithics.  Lithics are not abundant in coastal Coles Creek contexts 
(Roe and Schilling 2010) or coastal Plaquemine contexts (Rees 2010b) because a good source of 
stone was not locally available.  Tools were made from bone and shell, which is less durable and 
less likely to survive to present day (Rees 2010b; Roe and Schilling 2010).  Artifacts collected at 
the Toncrey site during the 2011-2012 field seasons were overwhelmingly pottery, with some 
bone, and very few lithics.  Approximately 2,876 pieces of pottery (Sherds [n = 1,081]; Sherdlets 
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[n = 1,795]) were collected and analyzed, while limited amounts of bone and lithics were 
recovered.  These results conform to our expectations.   
 
Pottery Type-Varieties  
A majority of the pottery found at the Toncrey site was expected to be the Coles Creek 
and Plaquemine equivalents of Baytown Plain.  This expectation was based on previous 
collections (Jones 2001; Mann 2009; and those of the Toncreys’) and on our understanding of 
Coles Creek and Plaquemine pottery assemblages, in which the most common type of pottery 
found is Baytown Plain (Rees 2010b).  A small component was expected to be grog-tempered, 
decorated Coles Creek and Plaquemine types, with some shell-tempered pottery present, which 
could be Plaquemine or Mississippian.  Diagnostic Coles Creek type-varieties commonly found 
include Coles Creek Incised, French Fork Incised, Evansville Punctated, Pontchartrain Check 
Stamped, Mazique Incised, Beldeau Incised, and others (Roe and Schilling 2010; Brown 1984).  
Diagnostic Plaquemine type-varieties commonly found include Addis Plain, Plaquemine 
Brushed, L’eau Noire Incised, later varieties of Mazique Incised, and others (Rees and Livingood 
2007a).  Based on Mann’s (2009) surface collection, expected types and associated cultures (in 
parentheses) include Anna Incised (Plaquemine), Buras Incised (Mississippian), Coles Creek 
Incised (Coles Creek), D’Olive Incised (Mississippian), L’eau Noire Incised (Plaquemine), and 
Mississippi Plain (Mississippian).    
 As expected, a majority of the pottery found at the Toncrey site during the 2011-2012 
field seasons was Coles Creek and Plaquemine equivalents of Baytown Plain (see Tables 6.3, 
6.4, and 6.6).  Decorated and shell-tempered type-varieties differed slightly from the expected.  
Coles Creek type-varieties recovered included Avoyelles Punctated var. Avoyelles and  
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var. Unspecified; Coles Creek var. Coles Creek, var. Hardy, and var. Unspecified; Evansville 
Punctated var. Rhinehart; French Fork Incised var. Iberville and var. Unspecified; and Mazique 
Incised var. Kings Point.  Plaquemine type-varieties recovered included Anna Incised var. 
Unspecified; Bell Plain var. Greenville and var. Unspecified; Coleman Incised var. Bass and var. 
Unspecified; L’eau Noire Incised var. L’eau Noire Incised and var. Unspecified; Leland Incised 
var. Unspecified; Mazique Incised var. Manchac; Owens Punctated var. Poor Joe.  
Mississippian type-varieties recovered included Bell Plain var. Unspecified; Cool Branch Incised 
var. Unspecified; D’Olive Incised var. Shell Banks and var. Unspecified; Graveline var. Aiken 
and var. Unspecified; Guillory Plain var. Briar Lake and var. Unspecified; Mississippi Plain var. 
Unspecified; Mound Place Incised var. McMillan, var. Mound Place, and var. Unspecified; 
Moundville Incised var. Unspecified; Winterville Incised var. Unspecified.  Bell Plain var. 
Unspecified sherds that contained grog and shell temper were counted as Plaquemine types, 
while those with only shell temper were counted as Mississippian types.  A very small Caddo 
presence or influence is represented by Maddox Engraved var. Unspecified and var. Silver City.  
Caddo area populations are culturally distinct from Plaquemine and Mississippian populations 
and are found in northwestern Louisiana and adjacent areas in neighboring states (Girard 2010).  
Caddo cultural traditions were in place from ca. A.D. 900 - 1700 (Girard 2010; Rees 2010a).  
The sherds found at the Toncrey site are associated with Mississippi period Caddo and probably 
resulted from trade. 
 It is also relevant to note the pottery types expected, but not present at the Toncrey site.  
This includes Pontchartrain Check-Stamped and Plaquemine Brushed types.  The site may be too 
late for Pontchartrain Check-Stamped, but the lack of Plaquemine Brushed is puzzling.  This 
may suggest a stronger affiliation with Gulf Coast cultures than with inland LMV cultures. 
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Mississippian Type-Varieties 
 Jones (2001) indicated that Mississippian type-varieties found at the Toncrey site include 
pottery types associated with coastal Alabama, Mississippi, and the Florida panhandle.  Actual 
results primarily conformed to the expected.  Mississippian type-varieties found during the 2011-
2012 field seasons included those associated with Pensacola cultures (coastal Alabama, 
Mississippi, and the Florida panhandle) and LMV cultures.  Pensacola types included Cool 
Branch Incised, D’Olive Incised, Mound Place Incised, and Moundville Incised.  LMV types 
were limited to Winterville Incised.  Cultural affiliation can easily be assigned to decorated type-
varieties.  Cultural affiliation of undecorated, shell-tempered type-varieties is difficult to assign 
due to differences in typology; as mentioned previously, four distinct ware classes of shell-
tempered ceramics are recognized in Pensacola culture areas (Fuller 1996), while only two are 
identified in the LMV (Blitz and Mann 2000; Phillips 1970).  
 
Frequency and Distribution of Pottery  
 Table 7.1 shows the percentage of diagnostic and identifiable pottery types grouped by 
associated culture: Caddo, Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian.  Groups are considered 
by area and collectively.  Only controlled, systematic collections are used in this assessment.  
Baytown Plain is not included in this sample because, as noted in the last chapter, Coles Creek 
and Plaquemine type-varieties of Baytown Plain could not be reliably sorted; however, it should 
be considered when comparing the frequency of Coles Creek or Plaquemine type-varieties to 
Mississippian type-varieties as most type-varieties of Baytown Plain are found in pre-
Mississippian contexts.  Further, due to the difficulty of assigning cultural affiliation to 
undecorated, shell-tempered type-varieties, all Mississippian type-varieties are considered 
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together. Percentage of weight is considered, not count, as weight is a more accurate 
representation. 
Table 7.1. Percentage of Diagnostic and Identifiable Pottery Types by Weight (g). 
-Numbers listed represent percentages. 
Culture	   Beach	  Surface	  Collection	   Mound	  C	  Unit	  1	   Mound	  A	  Unit	  2	   Site	  Total	  
Caddo	   1	   5	   0	   1	  
Coles	  Creek	   25	   14	   0	   24	  
Mississippian	   35	   39	   0	   34	  
Plaquemine	   39	   42	   100	   41	  
 
Type-varieties present at the Toncrey site are mostly Plaquemine at all areas of the site; 
Plaquemine type-varieties represent the majority of pottery collected in Unit 1 and along the 
shell beach, and are the only pottery type-varieties found in Mound A.  Diagnostic Mississippian 
type-varieties represent the next largest portion, followed by Coles Creek type-varieties.  Caddo 
type-varieties are very minimal.  Note that if Baytown Plain had been included in this 
assessment, then the Coles Creek and Plaquemine frequencies would be much larger.  Together, 




Previous expectations did not exist for mound stratigraphy; rather information was 
collected in hopes of providing information of the cultural interplay at the site.  Excavations in 
Mound A and Mound C, and the 2 cm diameter soil cores in Mound B and Mound C revealed 
similar stratigraphy.  All showed loosely compacted silty clay in the upper strata, which became 
more compact with depth, followed by variations of compact clay, and finally Pleistocene terrace 
clay in the lowest strata.  The base of the mounds or the original ground surface was reached at 
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roughly similar depths in all three mounds: 68 cmbs (Mound A), 84 cmbs (Mound B), and 78 
cmbs (Mound C).  The 1 1/2 inch core taken from Mound C deviated from these similarities in 
the lower strata.  As discussed previously, the stratum of silty sediment present at the base of the 
1 1/2 inch core could represent a feature of some sort below the center of the mound.  These 




The pottery assemblage at the Toncrey site suggests continuous late Coles Creek to 
Plaquemine occupation with minor Mississippian interaction.  Coles Creek type-varieties present 
suggest a late Coles Creek occupational component at Mound C and the shell beach midden.  
Coles Creek occupation represents the initial period of site use, but probably only minimally 
affected site formation processes.  In conjunction with the Coles Creek type-varieties, some 
Plaquemine type-varieties suggest continuous occupation at the site by Coles Creek and 
Plaquemine period populations; Bell Plain var. Greenville and Owens Punctated var. Poor Joe 
represent the earliest manifestation of these types, while Mazique var. Manchac represents a 
continuation of a Coles Creek type into the Plaquemine period.  Further, frequency and 
distribution of pottery, coupled with the radiocarbon age acquired from the charcoal sample in 
the 1 1/2 inch core (595 ± 20 B.P.), suggest that Plaquemine period populations established a 
long-term presence at the Toncrey site and were responsible for the construction of the mounds 
and midden.  The mounds were contemporaneous with the beach midden.  
Mississippian and Caddo type-varieties collected at the Toncrey site suggest that 
interaction was occurring in multiple directions.  Mississippian type-varieties, representing both 
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LMV and Pensacola designs, comprise a small sample of the pottery assemblage.  The type of 
interaction, intrusion or influence, can not be discerned from the data presently available.  
Pottery sourcing studies are needed to determine if the Mississippian type-varieties were made 
locally, which would indicate intrusion, or at a distant Mississippian site, which would indicate 
some type of influence.  Caddo type-varieties are very minimal and probably resulted from trade.  
Both Caddo and Coles Creek styles were found in the lower strata of Mound C suggesting that 
Caddo interaction occurred during late Coles Creek/early Plaquemine occupation.  Mississippian 
styles appear in the upper two strata of Mound C, which suggest that interaction occurred during 
Plaquemine occupation.  Unlike the mounds, the parameters and concentration of the 
Mississippian component of the beach midden are difficult to ascertain.  As discussed in the 
previous chapter, the midden does not appear to be intact; therefore, pottery distribution on the 
midden does not provide any reliable evidence concerning Mississippian parameters and 
concentration.     
 
IMPLICATIONS  
The mixed-pottery assemblage at the Toncrey site indicates a minor late Coles Creek 
component, and a substantial Plaquemine component with minor Mississippian and minimal 
Caddo interaction.  The pottery assemblage recovered at the Toncrey site resembles the pottery 
assemblage recovered from the Singing River site; both sites have a minor Late Woodland 
component, and an early Mississippi period component with Mississippian cultural interaction.  
The site-wide pottery assemblage is not easily quantifiable (Blitz and Mann 2000:148-149), but 
percentages from Pinola Unit 1 can be compared with the assemblage from the Toncrey site.  
Pinola Unit 1 accounts for the Late Woodland and early Mississippi period (Pinola phase) 
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occupation and initial Mississippian intrusion at the Signing River site.  The pottery from Pinola 
Unit 1 was mostly grog-tempered pottery (47 %) with a significant proportion of shell tempered 
pottery (37 %), and minor proportions of mixed shell-grog tempered pottery (16 %) and sand-
tempered pottery (1 %) (Blitz and Mann 2000:50).  The pottery compared in Table 7.1 is 
primarily grog-tempered (70%) with a small proportion of shell-tempered pottery present (20%).  
Mixed shell-grog temper is present in a smaller proportion (10%) and sand temper is only found 
in minor amounts with other types of temper.  It is important to note that pottery with evidence 
of shell leaching visible, but with no visible shell was classified with grog-tempered types.  This 
admittedly skews the percentages above.  The assemblages at the Signing River site are not 
exactly the same as the Toncrey site, but they are similar enough for comparison.  Further, 
Mississippian interaction at the Singing River site probably represents intrusion, while the type 
of interaction can not be discerned at the Toncrey site.    
Blitz and Mann (2000) suggest that the Pinola phase ceramic complex at the Singing 
River site represents regional Gulf traditions exposed to cultural innovations from interior 
Mississippian populations.  Further, Blitz and Mann (2000) suggest that the implementation of 
Mississippian innovation at the Singing River site was produced by “Mississippianization” of 
coastal populations due to processes of interaction, such as exchange of salt and marriage 
alliances.  Based on the two sites similarities, the Plaquemine ceramic complex at the Toncrey 
site may represent something similar; however, it is important to note that at the Toncrey site salt 
exchange is not likely to have played a role because thus far, no evidence of salt production has 
been found on the eastern coast of Louisiana.  Additionally, Singing River probably served as a 
local civic-ceremonial center during the Mississippi period occupation (Blitz and Mann 2000); 
therefore, the Toncrey site may have served as a local civic-ceremonial center.  The similarities 
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presents at these two sites may indicate interaction, which was occurring in multiple directions at 
both sites.  Interaction at the Toncrey site may simply reflect the geographic position of the 
region or a socio-political relationship with the Bottle Creek site. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Coles Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures were contemporaneous during the 
Late Woodland and Early Mississippi periods in Louisiana, but the details of their connection are 
limited.  Archaeological research at the Toncrey site was designed and conducted to help 
illuminate the vague details of the archaeological record during this period.  Ceramic analysis 
enabled clarification of these relationships during this dynamic period.  Research at the Toncrey 
site determined the cultural affiliation of the mound group and beach midden, and gathered 
information on the relationship between a Coles Creek/Plaquemine occupation and Mississippian 
period culture interaction.  The results of this investigation produced more data that will allow 
archaeologists to more accurately compare prehistoric coastal Louisiana and inland regions, and 
to clarify the role of Mississippian culture along the coast.  Research at the Toncrey site 
contributes to our current understanding of the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods in the 
Southeast and Louisiana, and will enable archaeologists to better understand interregional and 
intraregional interaction along the Gulf Coast during the late prehistoric.  Contact between Coles 
Creek, Plaquemine, and Mississippian cultures along the northern Gulf Coast will continue to 
intrigue archaeologists as additional research is necessary in order to understand the full nature 
of the interaction.  Research at the Toncrey site will not provide answers to all the questions 
posited in this study, but will contribute another piece to this puzzle. 
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APPENDIX A - POTTERY TYPE-VARIETY 
 
FS	  	   Area	   Unit	   Level	   Cat	  #	   Class	   Type	   Var.	   Count	   Weight	  (g)	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   4.1	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   54	   113.8	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.8	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   1.7	  
2	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   LESS	   DECS	   1	   4.5	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	  	   LESS	   PLAIN	   24	   59.2	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   5.1	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.0	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
3	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   2	   5.6	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	  	   LESS	   PLAIN	   14	   34.0	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.3	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
4	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   1.1	  
5	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   4	   8.7	  
5	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
6	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   6.6	  
6	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   25.2	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   15	   40.1	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   38.5	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   37.6	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
7	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.2	  
8	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   5	   12.5	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FS	  	   Area	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  #	   Class	   Type	   Var.	   Count	   Weight	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8	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   11	   33.9	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.9	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.6	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
9	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   36	   112.2	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   61.1	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   52.5	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.2	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.0	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
10	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   24	   80.3	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   67.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   52.0	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.5	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.7	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.3	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.4	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   13.4	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.2	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.7	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	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11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   	  	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.028	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.8	  
11	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.029	   BODY	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   4.1	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   20	   53.4	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
12	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.4	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   1.5	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   2.7	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   20	   48.6	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.7	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   36.6	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.0	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.3	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.7	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   45.6	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
13	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   2.7	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   14	   29.2	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   9.0	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.7	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.1	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   31.9	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.9	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   42.0	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.3	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
14	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	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15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   28	   75.7	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   3.9	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.4	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
15	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.4	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   14	   45.0	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.7	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.2	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
16	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.6	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.9	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   16	   41.3	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.7	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.9	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.9	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.4	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.0	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   RIMM	   DOLI	   UNSP	   1	   17.0	  
17	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   9.7	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   7.2	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   5	   11.2	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   44.0	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   33.1	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.9	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   AVOY	   AVOY	   1	   32.6	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   99.9	  
18	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   5.2	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19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   2.3	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   9	   32.7	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.7	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.8	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.5	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.8	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.1	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.3	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.8	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   4.1	  
19	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   3.9	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   18	   69.8	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.6	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.0	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.4	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   52.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.6	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.3	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   4.4	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   5.7	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	  
20	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.028	   BODY	   LELA	   UNSP	   1	   13.5	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   13	   29.5	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.3	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   111.1	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21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.8	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   AVOY	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.9	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.9	  
21	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   2.4	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   11	   34.9	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   67.3	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.0	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   50.2	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   41.5	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.1	  
22	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   URCT	   URCV	   1	   5.2	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   13	   36.7	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.8	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   RIMM	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
23	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   6	   18.4	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   3.4	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   3.2	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   124.4	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   25.4	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.3	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.9	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	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24	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   2.3	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   11	   35.5	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   75.4	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   LITT	   1	   17.3	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.3	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.5	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.8	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.4	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.7	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.3	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.9	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.7	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   RIMM	   ANNA	   UNSP	   1	   13.6	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   RIMM	   BAYT	   FILT	   1	   11.1	  
25	   BEACH	   SCU	  92	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   RIMM	   USHL	   	  	   1	   6.5	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   5	   15.2	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.5	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.0	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   COLE	   UNSP	   1	   16.7	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   11.9	  
26	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   7.6	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   3.6	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.2	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.5	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.4	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.6	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.1	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	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27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.7	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
27	   BEACH	   SCU	  96	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   4	   16.1	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   UPIN	   	  	   1	   5.2	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   84.7	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.4	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   71.5	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.4	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.9	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
28	   BEACH	   SCU	  94	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   9	   23.9	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.5	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.9	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.2	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.3	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   7.4	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.7	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.6	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.8	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.7	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.7	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.4	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.4	  
29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   RIMM	   URCT	   	  	   1	   5.2	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29	   BEACH	   SCU	  88	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   MOUN	   UNSP	   1	   16.2	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   3.9	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   14.7	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   14.5	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
30	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   33	   108.3	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   1.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   5	   14.7	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.004	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.4	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.005	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   7.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.006	   RIMM	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   10.9	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.007	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.009	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.3	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.012	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   18.3	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.9	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.3	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.028	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.029	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.0	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.030	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.031	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   9.1	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31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.032	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.033	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.034	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.035	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.036	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.037	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   7.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.038	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.039	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.4	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.040	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.041	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.042	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.043	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.044	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.045	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.046	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.047	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.048	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.2	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.049	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.050	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
31	   BEACH	   SCU	  84	  W	  1/2	  	   SHOVELED	   0.051	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.8	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   4.2	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.6	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   26.0	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   32.8	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   37.8	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   39.4	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.1	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   46.9	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.6	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.7	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
32	   BEACH	   SCU	  80	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   5	   16.6	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   25.9	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.4	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.8	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.5	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	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33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.3	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.8	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   RIMM	   URCT	   	  	   1	   15.6	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   RIMM	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   33.3	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   RIMM	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   16.2	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   13.3	  
33	   BEACH	   SCU	  76	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   MOUV	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   4	   11.2	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   3.0	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   11.4	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.5	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.3	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.3	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.7	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.1	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.5	  
34	   BEACH	   SCU	  72	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.9	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   5.1	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.7	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.6	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
35	   BEACH	   SCU	  68	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.0	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	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36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   35.0	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   51.5	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   LEAU	   LEAU	   1	   11.2	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   UPUN	   	  	   1	   4.9	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.9	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   39.2	  
36	   BEACH	   SCU	  64	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   	  	  
37	  
MOUND	  
B	   NW	  SIDE	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.4	  
37	  
MOUND	  
B	   NW	  SIDE	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.6	  
37	  
MOUND	  
B	   NW	  SIDE	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.1	  
37	  
MOUND	  
B	   NW	  SIDE	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.8	  
37	  
MOUND	  
B	   NW	  SIDE	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   7	   20.5	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   URCT	   	  	   1	   4.4	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   31.2	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   29.8	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
38	   BEACH	   SCU	  60	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   MOUN	   MCML	   1	   12.4	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   5	   10.6	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   43.1	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.4	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.2	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   26.2	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   59.9	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39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.5	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.2	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.8	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.8	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.1	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.3	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.0	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
39	   BEACH	   SCU	  56	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   12	   31.5	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   2	   45.8	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.5	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.5	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BASE	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   35.8	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   17.1	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   17.0	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   13.7	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   15.2	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   17.6	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   43.1	  
40	   BEACH	   SCU	  52	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   3	   11.2	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   15	   50.6	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   3.1	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.3	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41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   4.9	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.7	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   4.1	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BASE	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BASE	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.7	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   16.4	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.3	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BASE	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   15.8	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.028	   RIMM	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   21.8	  
41	   BEACH	   SCU	  48	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.029	   RIMM	   LESS	   SHELL	   1	   6.2	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   14	   34.7	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   5.3	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.6	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.9	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.7	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.1	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
42	   BEACH	   SCU	  44	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BASE	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   15	   39.4	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   3.1	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43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   UPUN	   	  	   1	   8.9	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.1	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.3	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.4	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   URCT	   	  	   1	   5.2	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   RIMM	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
43	   BEACH	   SCU	  40	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   4.1	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   6.6	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   21	   75.1	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.0	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.0	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.7	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.0	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   UPUN	   	  	   1	   4.6	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   16.2	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44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   LEAU	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
44	   BEACH	   SCU	  36	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   13	   33.1	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.4	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.0	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   50.7	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.3	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.6	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.0	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.1	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   12.8	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.7	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   11.4	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   11.3	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.7	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   3.8	  
45	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   3.8	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   27	   88.1	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   4.3	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   33.4	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.3	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.2	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.9	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   18.6	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   USRF	   	  	   1	   9.3	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FS	  	   Area	   Unit	   Level	   Cat	  #	   Class	   Type	   Var.	   Count	   Weight	  (g)	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.6	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   32.0	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   31.0	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   51.7	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   3.9	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
46	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BELL	   GREE	   1	   6.2	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   1.9	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   8.7	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   57	   155.6	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.7	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BASE	   USHL	   	  	   1	   44.0	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.4	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.2	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.1	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.3	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.3	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   5	   9.8	  
47	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   GRAV	   AIKI	   1	   13.4	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   32	   97.0	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.0	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.7	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.7	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FS	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   Cat	  #	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   Count	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48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.5	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.9	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.3	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   RIMM	   MAZI	   KING	   1	   8.1	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   0.7	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
48	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   RIMM	   BAYT	   WEST	   1	   65.1	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   38	   132.1	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.2	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.7	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   COMB	   	  	   1	   3.9	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.0	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BASE	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   16.2	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.9	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   5.2	  
49	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   20	   72.2	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.6	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.1	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   16.9	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.7	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	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50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   6.4	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   RIMM	   GRAV	   AIKI	   1	   5.9	  
50	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.5	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   25	   100.8	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   4.9	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.8	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   33.4	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.0	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.9	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.4	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.7	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.7	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.7	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   RIMM	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   28.3	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   3	   7.5	  
51	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   GRAV	   UNSP	   1	   12.8	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   21	   74.9	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   4.3	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.8	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   COLS	   COLS	   1	   9.5	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   29.4	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   35.8	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.0	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.2	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.9	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.8	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   28.9	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52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   11.9	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.028	   RIMM	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   10.3	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.029	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
52	   BEACH	   SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.030	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   24	   89.1	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.6	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.9	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.7	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.6	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.6	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.0	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.8	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.4	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.0	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   4.6	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.018	   RIMM	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   13.7	  
53	   BEACH	   SCU	  32	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   BAYT	   WEST	   1	   16.1	  




















COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   5.3	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COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   25.5	  
	   109	  






























COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.031	   RIMM	   COLE	   BASS	   1	   24.0	  
55	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   1	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   6	   9.0	  
55	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   1	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   87	   149.7	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.3	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.9	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.3	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.009	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.010	   BODY	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   5.5	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	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56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.017	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.018	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.019	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.020	   RIMM	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   6.7	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.021	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.022	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.023	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   8	   15.1	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.024	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   0.7	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
56	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.026	   BODY	   MOUN	   MOUN	   1	   13.7	  
57	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   2	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   4.6	  
58	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   3	   0.001	   BODY	   COMB	   	  	   3	   3.4	  
58	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   3	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   6.8	  
58	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   3	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   	  	   3.6	  
60	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   4	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   3.1	  
60	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   4	   0.003	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.9	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   14	   36.0	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   2	   7.0	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61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.006	   BODY	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.007	   BODY	   MADD	   UNSP	   1	   3.2	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.008	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
61	  
MOUND	  
C	   1	   5	   0.009	   RIMM	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   2.7	  
69	   BEACH	  
SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   3	   7.9	  
69	   BEACH	  
SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   COLS	   HARD	   1	   5.1	  
69	   BEACH	  
SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
69	   BEACH	  
SCU	  0	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
70	   BEACH	  
SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   2	   5.6	  
70	   BEACH	  
SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
70	   BEACH	  
SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
70	   BEACH	  
SCU	  4	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   66.7	  
71	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   41.7	  
71	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.4	  
72	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.6	  
73	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
74	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   12	   31.8	  
74	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.3	  
74	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
74	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
74	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	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74	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   4	   19.9	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.6	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.9	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
75	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   7	   21.5	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.8	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.3	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
76	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  W	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   6	   20.9	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   46.0	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	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77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.0	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.6	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.2	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.0	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.5	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.2	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
77	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   GRAV	   UNSP	   1	   14.5	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.0	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   39.4	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   38.1	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.8	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.4	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
78	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.3	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   1.6	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   43.8	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.5	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.9	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   34.1	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   RIMM	   WINT	   UNSP	   1	   17.0	  
79	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2	  (2)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   RIMM	   LELA	   UNSP	   1	   16.1	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   4	   5.8	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   69.0	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   14.3	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   50.0	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	  
80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	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80	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   LESS	   SHELL	   1	   2.2	  
81	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   3.9	  
81	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   67.6	  
81	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   43.8	  
81	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   6	   17.5	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   48.2	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.6	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   42.4	  
82	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   30	   108.4	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   3.6	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   	  UNSP	   1	   10.8	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   9.4	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.9	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.9	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.3	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   28.4	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.4	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
83	   BEACH	   SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.1	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(2)	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.9	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
83	   BEACH	  
SCU	  24	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   RIMM	   LELA	   UNSP	   1	   20.7	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   10	   42.5	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.1	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   6.4	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.0	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.3	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.8	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.2	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	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84	   BEACH	  
SCU	  28	  E	  1/2	  
(2)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   2	   3.3	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   5.4	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   26	   83.3	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   29.4	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.3	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.1	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.8	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.3	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   33.7	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.1	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
85	   BEACH	   SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.5	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(3)	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.4	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.9	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.2	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.028	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.030	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	  	   2	   8.5	  
85	   BEACH	  
SCU	  O	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.031	   BODY	   LESS	   DECS	   1	   2.9	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   6	   20.6	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.5	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.9	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.5	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.0	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.2	  
86	   BEACH	   SCU	  4	  W	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   2.5	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   21	   72.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.0	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.5	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   30.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	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87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.3	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   29.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   13.8	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.1	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.3	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.4	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   3.8	  
87	   BEACH	  
SCU	  8	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   GRAV	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   22	   63.9	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   25.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   COLS	   UNSP	   1	   10.0	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.8	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   URCT	   	  	   1	   10.1	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.0	  
88	   BEACH	   SCU	  12	  W	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	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1/2(3)	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.4	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.3	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.5	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   32.1	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.2	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.9	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.1	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.5	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	   3	   5.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
88	   BEACH	  
SCU	  12	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.028	   BODY	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   7.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   41	   112.6	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89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   1.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   4.5	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   49.9	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   COLE	   BASS	   1	   9.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   46.4	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.9	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.9	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.4	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.4	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
89	   BEACH	   SCU	  16	  W	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   23.5	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1/2(3)	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.028	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.029	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   10.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.030	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.031	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.032	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.033	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.034	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.035	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.036	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.037	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.038	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.039	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   4.9	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.040	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   8.0	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.041	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   11.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.042	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.043	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.044	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.045	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.046	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   16.6	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89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.047	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.048	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.049	   BODY	   BAYT	  	   UNSP	   1	   15.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.050	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	   3	   8.7	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.051	   RIMM	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   5.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.052	   RIMM	   COLS	   COLS	   1	   26.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.053	   BODY	   WINT	   UNSP	   1	   15.3	  
89	   BEACH	  
SCU	  16	  W	  
1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.054	   BODY	   MADD	   CITY	   1	   11.3	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   57	   130.7	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   15.2	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BASE	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   7.3	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   68.0	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   MAZI	   MANC	   1	   38.1	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   27.8	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   52.6	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	  	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   30.1	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	  	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   11.4	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.2	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	  	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
90	   BEACH	   SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.6	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(3)	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.6	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	  	   5	   14.3	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	  	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   12.5	  
90	   BEACH	  
SCU	  20	  W	  1/2	  
(3)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	  	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   5.2	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.001	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   2.7	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   5.9	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.5	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   42.8	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   COLS	   COLS	   1	   10.6	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.007	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.8	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.008	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.8	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.009	   RIMM	   COLE	   COLE	   1	   21.8	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   MADD	   UNSP	   1	   23.7	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91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   UCRT	   	  	   1	   27.4	  
91	   BEACH	  
GENERAL	  
SURFACE	  
COLLECTION	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	  	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   14	   58.3	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	  	   LESS	   DECS	   1	   2.4	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   2.2	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   COLS	   COLS	   1	   10.1	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.6	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.6	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.5	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.4	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.0	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.2	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.7	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.0	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.6	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.3	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
92	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   RIMM	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   9.0	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   25	   104.6	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECS	   1	   3.8	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   4.1	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	   1	   2.8	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   EVNS	   RHIN	   1	   5.0	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   8.6	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   FREN	   IBER	   1	   8.9	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   DOLI	   SHEL	   1	   10.7	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   OWEN	   POOR	   1	   5.5	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   36.6	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   16.8	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   6.7	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   8.3	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	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93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   FREN	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
93	   BEACH	   SCU	  4(4)	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.7	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   17	   58.9	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   3.2	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   69.9	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.7	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.2	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   GUIL	   BRIA	   1	   38.4	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   RIMM	   MOUN	   UNSP	   1	   20.7	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.1	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.8	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.0	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.0	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.0	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.7	  
94	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  (4)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.4	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   4	   14.0	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   69.9	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.5	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   20.0	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.7	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   28.6	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   10.1	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.1	  
95	   BEACH	   SCU	  12(4)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   6	   64.4	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   2.7	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   42.9	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	   MOUN	   UNSP	   1	   12.4	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	  	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   9.6	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   BODY	   GUIL	  	   UNSP	   1	   27.1	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   28.6	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.8	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   ADDI	   UNSP	   1	   16.3	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.2	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	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96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.2	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.5	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.1	  
96	   BEACH	   SCU	  16(4)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.7	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   20	   62.8	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   3.0	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	  	   USHL	   	  	   1	   14.1	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   GUIL	   UNSP	   1	   6.6	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   26.5	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.7	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.4	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.1	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.4	  
97	   BEACH	   SCU	  20(4)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   28	   78.9	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   RIMM	  	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   3.4	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   RIMM	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   14.6	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   RIMM	  	   USRF	   	  	   1	   6.9	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.005	   RIMM	  	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.006	   RIMM	  	   GRAV	   UNSP	   1	   19.4	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.007	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   22.9	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.008	   BODY	   UCRV	   	  	   1	   10.3	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.009	   BODY	   WINT	   UNSP	   1	   7.9	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.010	   BODY	   MISS	   UNSP	   1	   4.6	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.011	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   18.7	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.012	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.6	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.013	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   15.7	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.014	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   12.9	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.015	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.016	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.017	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.018	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.019	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   11.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.020	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.021	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.0	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.022	   BODY	   BELL	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.023	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   7.5	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.024	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.4	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.025	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.1	  
98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.026	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	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98	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  (5)	   SURFACE	   0.027	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   4.7	  
99	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   3	   10.1	  
99	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   COLS	   COLS	   1	   9.3	  
99	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.2	  
99	   BEACH	   SCU	  0	  E	  1/2	  (3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   10.9	  
100	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   4.1	  
100	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.002	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   26.6	  
100	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   21.6	  
100	   BEACH	   SCU	  8	  E	  1/2(3)	   SURFACE	   0.004	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.1	  
102	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   1	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   14	   16.4	  
103	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.001	   BASE	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   19.4	  
104	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   2	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   68	   70.0	  
104	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   2	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   2	   3.6	  
104	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   2	   0.003	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.9	  
104	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   2	   0.004	   RIMM	   LELA	   UNSP	   1	   22.8	  
104	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   2	   0.005	   RIMM	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   24.4	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   50	   52.1	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   4	   8.3	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   1.5	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.004	   RIMM	   ANNA	   UNSP	   2	   19.1	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   2	   12.5	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.5	  
107	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   3	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.0	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   DECP	   3	   12.5	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   SHEL	  	   2	   2.4	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   1	   2.4	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108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.004	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   16	   30.0	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   13.1	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   17.8	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.007	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.8	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.008	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.3	  
108	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   4	   0.009	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   9.4	  
109	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   5	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   2	   2.8	  
109	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   5	   0.002	   BODY	   LESS	   DECS	   1	   1.3	  
110	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   5	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	   4	   2.4	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.001	   BODY	   LESS	   PLAIN	  	   8	   11.3	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.002	   BODY	  	   LESS	   SHEL	   4	   3.6	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.003	   RIMM	   LESS	   PLAIN	   1	   1.6	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.004	   RIMM	   LESS	   DECP	   1	   2.1	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.005	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   6.8	  
111	  
MOUND	  
A	   2	   6	   0.006	   BODY	   BAYT	   UNSP	   1	   5.1	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TYPE & VARIETY 
 
 
ADDI Addis Plain  
 UNSP Unspecified  
 
ANNA Anna Incised 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 
AVOY Avoyelles Punctated  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 AVOY Avoyelles 
 
BAYT Baytown Plain 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 FITL Fitler 
 LITT Little River 
 WEST West Lake 
  
BELL Bell Plain 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 BELL Bell 
 GREE Greenville 
 
COLE Coleman Incised  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 BASS Bass 
 COLE Coleman 
 
COLS Cole Creek Incised  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 COLS Coles Creek 
 HARD Hardy 
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DOLI D’olive Incised 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 SHEL Shell Banks 
 
EVNS Evansville Punctated  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 RHIN Rhinehart 
  
FREN French Fork Incised  
 UNSP Unspecified  
 FREN French Fork  
 IBER Iberville 
 
GRAV Graveline Plain 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 AIKI Aiken 
 
GUIL Guillory Plain 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 BRIA Briar Lake 
  
LEAU L’Eau Noire incised 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 LEAU L’Eau Noire 
 
LELA Leland Incised 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 LELA Leland  
 
MADD Maddox Engraved  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 CITY Silver City 
 
MAZI Mazique Incised  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 MANC Manchac  
 KING Kings Point 
   
MISS Mississippi Plain 
 UNSP Unspecified  
 
MOUN Mound Place Incised  
 UNSP unspecified 
 MCML McMillan  
 MOUN Mound Place 
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      MOUV   Moundville Incised 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 
OWEN Owens Punctated 
 UNSP Unspecified 
 POOR Poor Joe 
 
WINT Winterville Incised  
 UNSP Unspecified 
 
UNIDENTIFIABLE OR UNIDENTIFIED POTTERY 
 
LESS less than ½” 
 DECP          Decorated, grog temper 
 DECS          Decorated, shell temper 
 PLAIN          Undecorated, grog temper 
 SHEL          Undecorated, shell temper 
  
USRF unidentified surface 
URCT unidentified rectilinear incised 
UCRV unidentified curvilinear incised 
UPUN unidentified punctate 
UPIN unidentified punctate & incised 
UREN unidentified rectilinear engraved 
UIEN unidentified interior rectilinear engraved 
USHL unidentified shell-tempered 
COMB combination – details in comments 
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